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The newest model in our imported contemporary range is the 
model 5525. Special attention has been given to the metal accent 
that goes all the way up to the top of the arm. Available in 3 Div 
and modular corner. Available in a choice of different fabrics 
and leathers. 

www.sevens.co.za   Tel: 011 691 7700 

Taylor’s blind product range comprises systems, fabrics and 
materials. The systems have a modular structure, a clean design 
and have been specially developed for easy assembly, installation 
and user-friendliness. The variety in systems, colours, materials 
and designs offer endless possibilities for every functionality, 
atmosphere and style.

www.taylorblinds.co.za    -    Tel: 0861-1-TAYLOR (829567)
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FROM IDEA - TO INFINITE POSSIBILITIES

IMPORTERS & DISTRIBUTORS
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& PROCUREMENT

FURNITURE
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UPHOLSTERY

CUSTOM

WWW.EMMAYTRADING.CO.ZA

For more information on 
products and services kindly visit:
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+27 (83) 700 4067

info@emmaytrading.co.za

+27 (0) 11 822 4727

Unit 8, Evergreen Park
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They say that one of the only 
certainties in life is change and as 
South Africans, we have had quite 

a bit of welcome political change over the 
past month. Many have breathed a sigh 
of relief while others are still concerned 
as to how things may play out. Most 
of us, however, don’t like change and 
find it quite disruptive. There is nothing 
more frustrating than getting a software 
update, and you find yourself fumbling 
around not quite knowing what you are 
doing. Once you become au fait with 
the changes, you often wonder how you 
managed to work efficiently before this. 
Speaking about change you may have 
wondered what I am doing writing the 
editor’s note for Designing Ways. 

Well, I am ecstatic to announce that 
I am the new Editor in Chief of this 
iconic publication. I clearly remember 
when the founder, Alan Fennell, started 

this magazine. He grew it into a much-
loved industry publication. He had so 
much dedication and passion that I have 
big shoes to fill. Bev Hermanson, who 
took over from Alan, applied her fresh 
approach while still staying true to the 
essence of the publication. It was a real 
honour to work with her, writing articles 
over the past few years. It is now my turn. 
With the same sales and design team at 
the helm, we aim to further improve the 
publication and to grow it, and begin 
reaching an even broader audience within 
the trade sector. 

You will also notice that the logo has 
again evolved, and we decided to go 
back to its roots and once again have it 
prominently called Designing Ways. The 
branding is slightly more modern than 
the original, but we believe it to be simple 
and timeless, so let’s hope it lasts as long 
as Alan’s did. I look forward to taking 

this journey with you and eagerly await 
your input in the form of suggestions or 
criticisms. You are always welcome to 
contact me directly. So, in the words of 
Socrates: “The secret of change is to focus 
all your energy, not on fighting the old, 
but on building the new”.

I do hope you enjoy this latest issue as 
much as we have enjoyed compiling it.

Warm regards,
DAVE NEMETH

FROM THE
EDITOR

Change is inevitable.

Cape Town: 7 Kunene Circle, Omuramba Business Park, Milnerton, 021 552 4370 
Johannesburg: Units 8 & 9, The Arena, Capital Hill Business Park, Halfway House, Midrand, 011 312 1247

info@klight.co.za  I  www.klight.co.za  I  Facebook.com/klightimport

D E S I G N  •  S E R V I C E  •  Q U A L I T Y

Viewing Showrooms Only, K Light Import supplies only to Retailers and not the public directly.

Code: CA-KLCH-1626 in Gold or Chrome, Small, Medium or Large
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DESIGNER
PROFILES

Projects -- Page 32
Born in Tunisia, Tom Dixon moved 

to England in 1963. He dropped out of 
the Chelsea School of Art to play bass in 
the band “Funkapolitan” before teaching 
himself first to weld, then to produce 
furniture. Tom rose to prominence in 
the mid-1980's as “the talented untrained 
designer with a line in welded salvage 
furniture". He set up a space to use as a 
creative think-tank and store front for 
himself and other young designers. By the 
late 1980s he was working for the Italian 
furniture giant Cappellini for whom he 
designed the iconic ‘S’ chair. In the 1990s, 
Dixon was a household name in the 
design field. 

He designed Jack, his polypropylene 
"sitting, stacking, lighting thing,” for his 
own company Eurolounge, which became 
an icon of the decade.Tom was appointed 
Head of Design by Habitat in 1998, where 
he later served as Creative Director until 
2008. He was the public face of a collective 
team responsible for rejuvenating the  

 
Habitat brand, maintaining Terence 
Conran's dream of enriching everyday 
life through simple, modern design and 
creating a shopping experience that is 
both theatrical and intimate. In 2000, 
Tom's work was formally awarded OBE 
by Her Majesty the Queen in Paris. Tom’s 
works have been acquired by some of the 
world’s most famous museums and are 
now in permanent collections across the 
globe including the Victoria & Albert 
Museum, Museums of Modern Art New 
York and Tokyo and Centre Beaubourg 
(Pompidou). 

Since setting up his own design 
company in 2002, Tom’s work has become 
even more prominent. The Tom Dixon 
brand gave Tom a platform to produce 
iconic designs such as Mirror Ball, Copper 
Shade, Wingback chair and Beat light. 
The company is now international with 
customers in 63 countries and locations 
in England, America and Hong Kong.

Chairs fo Note  - Page 56
A French citizen born in Austria, 

Marc Sadler currently lives in Milan. 
Experimentation with plastics has often 
formed a key part of his activity. As a 
citizen of the world (he has lived and 
worked for many years in Europe, North  
 

 
America and Asia), he is a consultant 
for companies in the fields of home 
furnishings, large and small household 
appliances, lighting, technically advanced 
products, as well as sports.

Marc Sadler

Tom Dixon
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DESIGNER
PROFILES

Ambiente  - Page 34 - 35
Violaine Toth: Toth is a French 

designer whose work focuses on ceramic 
materials and questions concerning the 
environment and its integration into 
the cities of today. Passionate about the 
different materials and creative techniques 
such as throwing wheel, glass blowing, 
wicker-work and other crafts, she is 
inspired by the organic and curved forms  

 
of nature to make simple objects. Violaine 
graduated with First class Honors in a 
bachelor’s and master’s degree in Product 
design at ESAD in Orleans, France 
(2012-2017). She continued her designer 
career by moving to Berlin to discover 
new creative methods in different design 
studios and ceramic workshops.

Ambiente  - Page 62
Julie Hugau: Before starting Reflections 

by Hugau/Larsson in 2013, she was an 
independent jewellery designer for 15 
years. She also did interior decoration for 
private clients and is also a professional 
make-up artist who did commercials for 
advertising agencies, as well as making 
interior art installations. Reflections is 
a collection of two parts. The Mirrors,  

 
a decorative, handcrafted collection 
incorporating traditional styles and 
shapes while providing new dimensions 
of form and strength through distinctive 
mirror decor. The other part is the Crystal 
Version, which is a collection of handmade 
crystal tableware designed with the vision 
of uniting delicate materials and classical 
shapes to form a functional art object.

Julie Hugau

Andrea Larsson

Violaine Toth

Ambiente 2018 was a great hunting ground for new and upcoming international designers. 
Here is some of this design talent that we will believe will really be doing some big things 
over the next few years and certainly talent worth keeping an eye on. 

Ambiente 2018

Ambiente  - Page 62
Andrea Larsson: Andrea has had an 

interior design company, Andrea Larsson 
Interior, for several years now working as 
an interior designer and decorator before 
starting Reflections with Julie Hugau. She 
also did wallpaper design and production  

 
of interior accessories such as wallpaper 
boxes and soft interior furnishings. 
Along her journey, she completed some 
interior design books as well as some TV-
programs about interior design and decor.
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Ambiente  - Page 58
Bermbach Family: BERMBACH 

HANDCRAFTED came into existence 
as the result of a search for the beautiful, 
good, old-fashioned things that we are only 
gradually rediscovering in our fast-paced 
times. Marie-Luise Bermbach, who lives 
with her husband Alexander Bermbach 
in Frankfurt am Main, was looking for a 
basket cot for her own children; one that 
had been used for many generations, light 
and airy, with a beautiful, round shape, yet 
sturdy and robust. But the young family  

 
could not find anything similar anywhere. 
This unfulfilled yearning then quickly 
developed into the idea of designing 
children’s room classics themselves. In 
Indonesia, rattan’s homeland, the family 
finally found an experienced partner 
whose production meets their high-
quality requirements. In the meantime, 
Bermbach Handcrafted has developed a 
small series of different bed models and 
cots that are now available with their own 
bespoke mattresses, and other accessories.

DESIGNER
PROFILES

w w w. K B A C ß o o r i n g . c o . z a

Cape Town 
Tel: 021 464 4320 
Email: infocpt@kbacßooring.co.za 

Johannesburg
Tel: 011 608 4270
Email: infojhb@kbacßooring.co.za

Ambiente  - Page 34 - 35
Laura Görs: Laura Görs, born in 1989, 

studied industrial design between 2009 
– 2013 at the Muthesius Academy of 
Fine Arts and Design in Kiel, Germany. 
She spent six months abroad at the 
ESDIR Escuela Superior de Diseño de 
La Rioja in Spain and completed an 
internship at Villeroy & Boch. The highly 
conceptualised work in Kiel left a lasting 
impression on Laura’s design process.  

 
Before starting her master studies, she 
worked for the German tableware brand 
KAHLA Porcelain, where she did mainly 
exhibition concepts and tableware

illustrations. In 2016 she graduated 
in product design at the art academy, 
Berlin Weissensee, explicitly focusing 
on cooking and table culture. Laura is 
currently working as a freelance designer 
in Berlin.

Ambiente  - Page 34 - 35
Pierre-Alexandre Cesbron and 

Matthieu Muller: These are the two 
designers making up Liga Studio. They 
believe that coming from two different 
schools, with two different ways of 
working, led them to an unexpected and 
rich creative path. They shared the same 
interest in Design with strong common 
and complementary skills, mixing the 
industrial knowledge from ENSCI and 
the more conceptual and poetic feeling 
of Design Academy Eindhoven. They 
soon realised that their minds were  

Ambiente  - Page 32
Nigel Liu: Product designer at HMM, 

Nigel Liu is a coffee enthusiast, and 
daily life improvement guru. Excellent 
at challenging tough tasks with 
extraordinary persistence, Liu develops  

 
the ultimate method of Mugr’s wood 
ceramic bonding. He mainly focuses on 
product development as well as the overall 
and united look of all product lines.

Laura Görs Pierre-Alexandre Cesbron

Nigel Liu

Bermbach Family

Matthieu Muller

 
creating with a smooth 
and dynamic harmony 
and that they could learn 
a lot from one another. 
They founded Liga Studio 
and decided to launch 
the Studio name on the 
international stage to give it 
some visibility. They took part in 
the Dutch Design Week 2017 held at 
Kazerne and now also stand as nominees of 
the Pure Talent Contest 2018 at Imm Cologne. The surprising 
fact is that they are still both students.
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TRADE
WINDS

TM . Cape Town .  
82 Sir Lowry Road, Woodstock,
Cape Town, 8001 
021 461 9078 
www.corefurniture.co.za 

Taylor’s Blinds & Shutters are the 
sophisticated, sleek and savvy 
solution to your modern window, 

door and security needs. Simple and 
practical in function, yet stylish and 
contemporary in design – our wide variety 
of products ensures we undoubtedly have 
the blind or shutter solution for any 
design or functional needs.

Shutters
Taylor’s premium Shutters are available 

in three core ranges – Thermowood®, 
Hurricane Aluminium and the security 
option: ShutterGuard® Aluminium 
Security Shutters - each offering the dual 
benefits of functionality and classic easy-
on-the-eye décor, to enhance any home’s 
style.

Blinds
Taylor’s Blind Collections offer a vast 

array of chic and classic window coverings 
that come in four key styles - Roller Blinds 
(screen and blockout), Venetian Blinds 
(Wooden, Styro-wood, Bamboo and 
Aluminium), Vertical Blinds and Woven 
Blinds.

www.taylorblinds.co.za

The perfect frame to finish any room

dw
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TRADE
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For over five decades, Nouwens 
Carpets has been crafting quality 
and offering a value engineered 

product as a perfect backdrop for their 
customers’ décor. Staying abreast with 
consumer demands they now also offer 
artificial grass.

Their artificial turf landscape range has 
been developed specifically to harmonise 
with the natural environment. With all 
the aesthetic attributes of an attractive 
natural lawn, Nouwens synthetic turf 
lawns look superb through every season, 
year after year, yet are low in maintenance. 
A fresh green lawn invites you to relax 
and enjoy the moment, and is a pleasant 
haven where children and pets can safely 
play. Fieldturf is covered by the Nouwens 
Carpets 5 year guarantee against patent

and latent defects in the manufacturing 
process. In addition, the Fieldturf 
product is covered by their UV Warranty, 
which states that when installed and 

maintained as recommended by Nouwens 
Carpets,  these products are covered for 
fibre degradation and colour fastness 
for a period of 8 years. The synthetic 
polyethelene yarn, is colour fast, stain-
resistant, anti-microbial and anti-
allergenic, and is not normally affected by 
insects, mould, or mildew.

Since 1962, this company has been a 
leader in the carpet industry and is widely 
recognised for their highly specialised 
technical expertise, world-class operations 
and proudly South African heritage. 
Specialising in international-style carpet 
manufacture, Nouwens carpets is focused 
on bringing innovative, functional and 
breathtakingly beautiful carpets to the 
home and other spaces. 

Over 50 years after opening its doors as 
a family business, the company employs 
close on 200 people and is headed up by 
CEO and owner Luci Nouwens, daughter 
of the Founder Cornelis Nouwens. In the 

Nouwens Carpets launches its FieldTurf artificial grass range

past five decades the flooring market has 
changed significantly but particularly in 
this recent decade. A declining market 
share for domestic soft flooring products 
and cheaper imports has demanded that 
the industry adapt and evolve. 

In order to stay ahead and in line 
with exciting industry opportunities, 
Nouwens have strategically adopted 
the latest technologies and aligned 
themselves with international players. 
They’ve also refocused on sustainable 
development across all of their 
activities to minimise the impact their 
products have on the environment.  

At the start of 2017, Nouwens was 
approached by an international brand, 
Tarkett, the second largest manufacturer of 
both sports and landscape turf worldwide, 
which resulted in a partnership. Nouwens 
now manufactures and sells landscape 
turf locally under license from FieldTurf. 

As with actual turf, the appearance of 
a synthetic turf is the most important 
quality to a residential homeowner. 
To achieve this more natural look in 
synthetic turf, Nouwens has developed 
several turf variations with more natural 
cross-sections and colour combinations. 

The benefits of synthetic grass are:
•  No mowing, no weeding, no seeding
•  A natural-looking lawn
•  No watering
•  No allergy-causing grass pollen
•  No fertilisers, pesticides, herbicides, 

fungicides or chemical additives 
required

•  Lush green grass all year round, in all 
conditions

•  Looks and feels like real grass
•  No harmful materials
•  Constructed with drainage so it stays 

dry underfoot

•  Child and pet friendly
•  UV stabilised to minimise fading

In climate terms, South Africa is already 
living on the edge. Much of the landscape 
is arid or semi-arid and the whole country 
is subject to droughts and floods. Even 
small variations in rainfall or temperature 
would exacerbate this already stressed 
environment. 

Climate is set to change for the worse 
because of rising global emissions of 
greenhouse gases. Indeed, there are 
already ominous signs of change – dry 
seasons are becoming longer and wet 
seasons are starting later. Rainfall is 
reported to be becoming even more 
variable, with rain coming in more 
concentrated, violent bursts. With this 
in mind, and with many South Africans 
concerned about the future water reserves 
of the country, it makes sense to use a 
product in your garden that does not use 
our precious natural resource – water. 

www.nouwenscarpets.co.za.

dw
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Woodbender has released the latest addition to their 
bentwood furniture range and is proud to launch their 
2018 collection of new designs with the introduction of the 

Captain’s Vogue.
 Using current on-trend minimalist design details of clean lines and 

simplistic silhouettes, Woodbender updated the look of one of their 
earlier traditional bentwood designs, the Captain’s Chair. The finished 
product is the Captain’s Vogue. This fresh twist on an old favourite 
timeously coincides with the fact that Woodbender will be celebrating 
30 years of business in 2018, so a nod towards one of their earlier 
designs is certainly fitting for the occasion.

The first Captain’s chair was developed in 1992 and has since evolved 
over time to include various designs, with the Captain’s Classic and 
Captain’s Contemporary being the most recent renditions up until now. 
A true evolution of the Captain’s Chair, the Captain’s Vogue seat shape 
and backrest are similar in style to the Captain’s Contemporary but 
the spindles have been done away with and the legs and seat are now 
rounded off like the Captain’s Classic. This creates a sleek and more 
modern looking chair for 2018. The beauty of this pared-back version 
lies in the uncluttered backrest which emphasises the solid bentwood 
component parts.

The Captain’s Vogue looks amazing in the Natural Ash finish with 
muted rose gold fabric, but as with all Woodbender designs, it is 
available in any of their standard timber finishes and the client’s choice 
of upholstery fabric. 

www.woodbender.co.za

THE BUZZ

A fresh take on an old favourite
by Woodbender

Lifestyle Shutters and Blinds is an 
importer and distributor of custom 
made shutters and blinds.  Their 

product comes from the biggest and best 
factory of its type in the world, and their 
products are sold worldwide to markets 
such as the USA, UK, Australia, NZ and 
obviously South Africa.

The quality, innovation and reliability 
are second to none.

On the shutter side, they have four 
basic products which can be used in any 
room of the home. From bedrooms and 
bathrooms through the living areas and 
into the kitchen etc..

• Quality Custom Craft which is a man-
made product and is their biggest and 
most    cost-effective seller.

• Quality Artwood is totally waterproof 
and what they recommend for areas of 
dampness and high humidity – you can 
even use Artwood in showers! 

• Quality Phoenixwood is a plantation 
timber for those looking for that classic 
wood finish. 

• Finally, they have Aluminium Security 
Shutters which are available in 5 
colours that match modern aluminium 
window frames.

On the blinds side of their business, 
they have various products; Venetian 
timber blinds that have a top-quality 
headrail system that allows the blades 
to close completely, offering maximum 
light control and privacy.  They are 
manufactured in the same factory as 

the shutters, so the colour matches are 
identical.  This allows the customer to use 
the shutters in the main rooms and the 
more cost-effective option, blinds in the 
secondary rooms whilst still achieving the 
same aesthetic.

Honeycomb blinds are amongst the 
most popular window coverings due to 
their unique, crisp style and versatility.  
Honeycomb blinds are durable and 
energy efficient, while also providing 
great insulation.  Research in the USA 
has proved that 46% of cold air is trapped 
in the cells and this can save up to 37% 
electricity with heating the room.

They are available in 5 different 
operating systems and 5 different fabric 
options.  When considering these blinds, 
you are truly spoilt for choice as they are 
available in over 250 colours to choose 
from.

Lifestyle Shutters and Blinds can 
provide a total turnkey service, and they 
have their own installation teams to 
ensure the quality of the product is never 
compromised.

www.lifestyleshutters.co.za

Quality, innovation and reliability

dw
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A shleigh Keefer, KBAC Flooring’s 
new Chief Financial Officer 
(CFO), joined the company in 

2005 as bookkeeper and later became 
accountant prior to her appointment as 
the KBAC Group Financial Manager in 
August 2014.  

In June 2016, she became an Alternative 
Director to the now former CFO, Neil 
Duncan; and in October 2017, was 
appointed to the KBAC board as director 
and CFO.  

Ashleigh holds a Diploma in Financial 
Management Systems and a Diploma in 
Accounting obtained from UNISA, and 
an Advanced Diploma in Management 
Accounting, obtained from the Chartered 
Institute of Management Accountants 
(CIMA).  She is currently in the process 
of obtaining accreditation as a Chartered 
Management Accountant.  

Ashleigh says following in the footsteps 
of a flooring doyen such as Neil Duncan 
as CFO is a hard act to follow. “Although 

NeiI is still consulting to KBAC Flooring 
and therefore at my side as mentor, my 
new post is a daunting phase of my career. 
But I look forward to the many challenges 
ahead and know with the solid team at 
KBAC Flooring that the years to come 
will be exciting - and fun.”

www.kbacflooring.co.za

THE BUZZ

KBAC Flooring will celebrate 
its 50th anniversary next year 
with three new key executive 

appointments in place to steer the 
flooring giant towards the next phase 
of a successful journey that started in 
1969 with the founding of Kevin Bates 
Flooring. 

Brandon Park has been appointed 
KBAC’s new Chief Executive Officer, 
Ashleigh Keefer as Chief Financial Officer, 
and Etienne Louw as Managing Director. 

Brandon, who joined the company in 
2000, was appointed to the KBAC Board 
in 2006. As part of the Group’s long-term 
succession plan, he has been extensively 
mentored by his father, the outgoing 
CEO, Graham Park. Ashleigh joined the 
company in 2005 and in 2017 became 
Director and CFO in succession to her 
tutor, the outgoing CFO, Neil Duncan.  
Etienne joined the company 19 years 
ago and the board in 2014. He is based 

at Albert Carpets, the Cape Town arm 
of KBAC, which has for decades been 
synonymous with quality flooring in the 
Western Cape.  Albert Carpets has had a 
strong relationship with Kevin Bates for 
many years and in 2010 the two companies 
merged operations to form KBAC. 

What is now KBAC was established 
on April 1, 1969, when Graham Park 
was part of the team that first opened the 
doors of Kevin Bates Flooring, a small 
shop in the Johannesburg CBD. The late 
Kevin Bates led the founding team. Since 

then, KBAC has supplied and installed 
flooring for many of acclaimed corporate 
headquarters as well as thousands of 
residential premises

The current board consists of Brandon 
Park, Ashleigh Keefer, Etienne Louw, 
Graham Park, Neil Duncan, Richard 
Craddock, and Shane de Beer. 

Brandon Park has been appointed 
Chief Executive Officer of leading 
flooring producer and installer, 

KBAC Flooring. 
Brandon joined Kevin Bates Flooring 

in January 2000 as sales representative, 
looking after both residential and small 
commercial clients.  As his experience 
grew, he focused more on the exclusive 
brand offerings within the business and 
called on the architectural and design 
community to grow this specialised side 
of the company.  He also spent time on the 
contractual side of the business to develop 
a holistic view of sales and operations. 

In 2006, he was appointed to the Board - 
initially as an alternate director and under 
the valuable mentorship of his father and 
co-founder of the company, CEO Graham 
Park, as well as another doyen of the 
flooring industry, KBAC Chief Financial 

Officer (CFO), Neil Duncan, gained 
invaluable experience in the management 
of the company. 

Kevin Bates Flooring in 2010 merged 
with Cape Town’s Albert Carpets to evolve 
in the company now trading as KBAC 
Flooring. 

As part of KBAC’s long-term 
succession plan, Brandon has been 
extensively mentored over the past year 
by Graham Park. Brandon stated: “This 
close mentorship from a man with almost 
five decades’ experience in the flooring 
industry will be invaluable to help me guide 
the business into the future, helped by my 
fellow directors in both Johannesburg and 
Cape Town.” 

“As a child, flooring was a household 
conversation, so my appointment to 
lead a South African giant in flooring is 
an incredible honour. I look forward to 

the challenges ahead and am confident 
that the KBAC Group is well positioned 
to continue building on the foundation 
laid for the future.  I am privileged to 
work with an exceptionally committed 
and experienced team who will make the 
task of leading the company all that much 
easier,” Brandon added. 

Graham Park, who helped establish 
the forerunner to the company in April 
1969, said he was handing over the reins 
to a young man who is equally passionate 
about KBAC and had all the necessary 
characteristics and skills to lead the 
company into a new and exciting era. 
“Both Neil Duncan and I will continue to 
provide any advice or guidance Brandon 
and his team may need in future,” Graham 
stated. 

Etienne Louw, the newly-appointed 
Managing Director of KBAC 
Flooring, joined Cape Town’s 

Albert Carpets, now part of the KBAC 
Group, as Financial Manager almost 19 
years ago.

Cape Town-based Etienne was 
appointed to the Albert Carpet’s 
management team in 2000; acquired 
a shareholding in the company a year 

later; and was invited to join the KBAC 
executive committee in 2010, after the 
merger between the two companies took 
place. He became a director of KBAC 
in 2014, and is now MD of a Group he 
believes is set for continued growth – 
“thanks to great staff, great products, 
sound business practices, and better 
economic conditions in the future”.

Neil Duncan, Chief Financial 
Officer, Company Secretary and 
Public Officer of KBAC Flooring, 

has handed over these responsibilities to 
Ashleigh Keefer, with immediate effect. 

To mark the occasion, Neil - who has 
handled these key portfolios since 1980 - 
presented Ashleigh with KBAC Flooring’s 
historic “financial ruler” which is now 
a framed commemoration on her office 
wall. 

Neil recalls: “I found the ruler in my 
desk drawer when I joined the company 
on August 1, 1980. It was used by my 
predecessor, Bernard Hall, but may 
well have belonged to Kevin Bates’ 
father, John Bates, who looked after the 
finances when the company first opened 
business. I have used the ruler for the 
past 37 years and thought it would be a 
meaningful presentation to Ashleigh on 
her appointment as CFO.”

Neil also told Ashleigh to bear the 

symbolic qualities of the ruler in mind:  
• Measurement tool: It helps you to 

“measure” the company and your own 
performance;

• Focus on the numbers before you:  A 
CFO is responsible for the financial 
wellbeing of the company and the 
ruler helps one focus and “interrogate” 
the numbers to ensure that they are 
accurate and make financial sense.  
“All too often, we gloss over figures 
in today’s fast-moving world without 
interrogating them properly,” was his 
advice; and 

• Keeping a straight line: Rulers draw 
straight lines and symbolically this 
ruler will help you keep the company 
and yourself in line!
Finally, with tongue firmly in cheek, 

he added that the ruler can also be an 
effective instrument of reprimand. “You 
can rap people over the knuckles if, and 
when, necessary!”

Changing of the 
guard on eve 

of KBAC golden 
anniversary  

Brandon Park now at helm of KBAC

Cape Town’s Etienne Louw new MD of 
flooring giant

Ashleigh Keefer well-equipped to control KBAC finances 

Personal performance gauge for new CFO
Brandon Park (left), the new CEO of KBAC 
Flooring, is congratulated and wished well for 
the future by his father, Graham Park, who is 
standing down as CEO of the company. 

Cape Town-based Etienne Louw has been 
appointed as MD of KBAC Flooring.  

Neil Duncan, outgoing KBAC Flooring CFO, 
presents his successor, Ashleigh Keefer, with a 
framed commemoration of the ruler he found 
in his desk drawer when he joined the compa-
ny in 1980 – and has used ever since - to serve 
as reminder of her responsibilities as the new 
“financial ruler” of KBAC Flooring. 
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FUTURE 
PROOF

There are very few people in 
business today who don’t have 
all the various devices ensuring 

connection to the world and being able 
to communicate quickly and efficiently. 
A mobile phone and a laptop suffice for 
most, while for the tech-savvy, tablets and 
smartwatches complete the assortment. 
When it comes to productivity and, 
specifically, in the area of design, 
embracing the right technology with the 
right applications not only makes you and 
your team more efficient but allows for an 
edge on your competitors.

The difficulty comes in trying to get the 
right technology that is going to improve 
your productivity but also assist in the way 
you put your concepts forward to your 
potential clients. In my honest opinion, 
there is nothing more impactful than 
presenting large-scale, printed imagery. 
It just has so much more impact than 
seeing an image on a laptop screen or via 
a projector. A large percentage of global 
design and architectural companies are 
investing in doing presentations in virtual 
reality via goggles that one wears over 
the eyes. This method allows the viewer 
to experience the space or building as if 

they were walking around inside it. VR 
is without a doubt an incredible tool and 
gives the potential client the best possible 
experience of what they can expect. 
However, unfortunately, it is still quite 
expensive. The expense is not related to 
the equipment but rather the number of 

hours needed to fully render something 
like this up and then render it out and 
create the walkthroughs etc. Technology 
like this certainly makes sense for jobs 
with large budgets but could be overkill 
for smaller projects. Many designers are 
now creating short videos as part of their 
presentation. These are still somewhat 
time-consuming to develop but highly 
effective. 

“Virtual reality (VR) is a computer-
generated scenario that simulates a 
realistic experience. The immersive 
environment can be similar to the 
real world in order to create a lifelike 
experience grounded in reality or sci-fi. 
Augmented reality systems may also be 
considered a form of VR that layers virtual 
information over a live camera feed into a 
headset or through a smartphone or tablet 
device.

Current VR technology most commonly 
uses virtual reality headsets or multi-
projected environments, sometimes in 
combination with physical environments 
or props, to generate realistic images, 
sounds and other sensations that simulate 
a user’s physical presence in a virtual or 
imaginary environment. A person using 
virtual reality equipment can “look 

Embracing the right technology

around” the artificial world, move around 
in it, and interact with virtual features 
or items. The effect is commonly created 
by VR headsets consisting of a head-
mounted display with a small screen in 
front of the eyes, but can also be created 
through specially designed rooms with 
multiple large screens.”

Computers themselves get outdated 
within a short space of time after being 
purchased. The most important thing to 
make sure of when buying this hardware 
is how long will it be able to run the 
software that you are using on a day 
to day basis. Software is developing at 
an alarming rate with the files that are 
being created getting bigger and bigger. 
It is currently not unusual for a hi-res 
image to be close to 1 gigabyte in size. If a 
computer is used for design and is loaded 
with high-end design software, there is no 
way out of having to incur huge expense 
on the equipment. Many designers do, 

however, utilise software that produces 
excellent results without being resource 
heavy and which can efficiently run on 
mid-level laptops. Many businesses go 
wrong with buying incorrect hardware for 
the applications they are running. There 
are various options for purchasing your 
devices, and it doesn’t necessarily have to 
be an outright purchase. There are many 
companies out there which can lease you 
the equipment. The benefit of this is that 
you can upgrade on a regular basis.

It is always important to try and quantify 
how a new device or technology will 
improve the way you do business. If it isn’t 
going to improve your efficiency or save 
you time it is probably not worth having. 
I, for one, sit in a lot of board meetings and 
I rarely see people taking notes on a tablet, 
90% of people still pull out a traditional 
notepad and pen. As much as people talk 
about a paperless business environment, 
it will probably never happen because 

humans still appreciate and relate to 
physical things, and paper is one of them.

On the flipside of this, I find there are 
still companies which refuse to embrace 
technology and maintain outdated 
work methods. This is certainly not just 
about the actual devices but also in the 
applications and software that they are 
using. Some companies still want files 
put onto DVD’s, something that just 
isn’t practical anymore. In fact, most 
new computers no longer even carry the 
drives. With applications like DropBox 
and We Transfer, the days of needing 
to get a physical object with files on are 
almost over. Yet many refuse to use these 
kinds of methods and will unfortunately 
soon be left behind.

Companies which manage to innovate 
and stay ahead of the curve continually, 
are not the ones that necessarily embrace 
all the latest and greatest developments 
in technology. Rather they are those 
that understand the developments and 
embrace them as and when they know 
these will add actual value. Differentiation 
in business is crucial. However, 
sometimes, utilising technology too soon 
will reduce the number of people who 
can actually use your products or service. 
An excellent example of this is 4K video. 
Most new video cameras can shoot in 
this high-resolution format (8K is already 
out). The problem is that very few people 
have screens or TV’s that can play back 
this kind of resolution. 

The key is to be informed and up to 
date and not simply use technology for 
the sake of using it.

www.trendforward.co.za
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DESIGN JHB

Bringing a level of distinction to this 
year’s increasingly exciting line-up 
at Design Joburg, featuring Rooms 

on View, chef David Higgs and his team 
from Joburg’s first live-fire restaurant, 
Marble, are joining the show.

 Marble is unveiling a pop-up restaurant 
tagged CoLab. The name takes its cue 
from the show’s guiding philosophy of 
collaboration; CoLab being the title of the 
show’s much-anticipated main features. 
Furthermore, it speaks to Marble’s journey 
of collaboration with suppliers, designers, 

artists and artisans in shaping their brand 
and their upcoming CoLab pop up.

  Visitors can expect both food and 
design trends to converge under the 
expert direction of Higgs and interior 
designer Irene Kyriacou of Oniroco 
(who was responsible for the outstanding 
design of Marble restaurant). 

“We live in a society that is 
overstimulated by technology, trends 
and expectations. I find peace in the 
surroundings that I create and love 
using elements that remind me of the 

places I have visited. Anything tactile, 
from fabrics to ceramics, can evoke an 
emotion,” explains Irene.

In line with Design Joburg’s easy-going 
atmosphere, the pop up will be a light and 
organic space prompted by nature while 
highlighting up-to-the-minute industry 
trends. “Our stand will reflect a space that 
awakens one’s senses. Food and design are 
so cohesive, and we hope to demonstrate 
this union just as we have at Marble,” 
Irene says.

As for the food itself, expect an 
innovative culinary offering influenced 
by these same design components. For 
Higgs, flavour and simplicity drive the 
success of any dining experience, as such, 
he forgoes over-complication in favour of 
authenticity and heartiness.

Visitors can expect just this in 
unintimidating, pared-back food that 
nails both flavour and careful presentation 
with thoughtfully paired cocktails from 
their talented mixologists. And keep 
a look out for the thought-provoking 
experiential dimension that CoLab will 
be bringing to the show.

www.designjoburg.com

‘CoLab’ by Marble joining Design Joburg
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RENDERS

Kiara Tiara was established by Tanja 
Tomaz in 2010, in honour of her 
daughter Kiara. After successfully 

heading up Onyx interiors for 15 years, she 
decided to diversify and establish a fresh and 
exciting new brand.

 Tanja’s work has appeared in several interior 
design publications and has been featured 
on Top billing, Pasella, the Home Channel 
Designer Portraits, and most recently as a judge 
on SABC3s’ Win a Home design competition.

Tanja has also been voted by Conde Naste 
House and Garden as one of South Africa’s top 
50 designers 2006 – 2008.

www.kiaratiara.co.za

Kiara Tiara
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DESIGN  
PORTRAITS

We decided to begin a new 
feature called Design 
Portraits, where we identify 

design thought leaders and icons and 
get to know them a little better. We look 
forward to portraying some of the world’s 
great design minds and getting into their 
heads over the next couple of months. 

We decided that for this issue we would 
get the low down on our new editor, Dave 
Nemeth. 

Who is Dave Nemeth?
Dave Nemeth was born in 1972 in 

Johannesburg South Africa, where he 
has lived his whole life and remains 
exceptionally passionate about the “City 
of Gold”. After matriculating in 1989 
Nemeth went on to study Interior Design 
at Wits Technicon where he graduated 
with a three-year national Diploma. 
After years in a variety of positions, he 
ended up entering the retail business as a 
specialised furniture buyer for one of the 
country’s leading home stores. The next 
transition was moving into the trends 
department where he headed up trend 
analysis for the Home-Living department. 
Having been approached by one of the 
largest retail groups of the time to join as 
the merchandise/marketing director, he 
took on the task until resigning to start 
his own business, Trend Forward, in 2010. 
Trend Forward has grown over the years 
and boasts a complement of 5, young, 
vibrant and talented staff members. The 
company not only consults to businesses 
on how to do things differently, but under 
Dave’s guidance it also produces leading 
edge marketing and creative material 
from websites to T.V ads for some of its 
clients. Dave still also produces a variety 
of annual trend reports which he presents 
around the country at different events 
and conferences.

DW: How does design play a role in your consulting to businesses 
on how to do things differently?

DN: We run our business and all strategies we design according 
to the “Design Thinking” methodology. We believe this should 
play a pivotal role in every business regardless of sector. Design 
is not just about creating products or graphics but rather about 
creating systems, processes, company culture, and basically 
solutions for most business related problems.

DW: You are referred to by many as one of the leading Trend 
analysts and forecasters in S.A. How do you go about predicting 
what will happen in the future?

DN: I spend a lot of time researching, and by researching, I 
mean researching everything including design trends both locally 
and internationally, the political environment, the economy, retail 
trends and, most importantly, consumer attitudes. With all the 
information I get, I start collating all which seems to be happening 
in the various areas to see why they are happening, but more 
importantly how they are going to evolve. Having done this for 
many years one starts becoming quite intuitive as well, about where 
things will go, based on previous events and findings. Everything 
is related, so having a broad base of research is vitally important. 
Due to the fact that we are bombarded day in and day out with 
information and fake news, it is very important to do the relevant 
research in order to sort out fact from fiction and establish what is 
really important, otherwise you end up going in circles. 

DW: You travel extensively and are obviously exposed to global 
design, but what are your thoughts on local design?

DN: Many years ago South African designers seemed to be 
in awe of international designers and tried to imitate them. 
Thus we saw a lot of copies and design that wasn’t as authentic 
as it could have been. As much as this is a generalisation, local 
design has come a long way and has truly found its own unique 
identity. There is a large amount of fantastic design coming out, 
whether it be furniture, fashion, graphic or even packaging and 
interiors. I firmly believe that South African designers will just 
continue raising the bar. We are already being taken very seriously 
worldwide.

 

 

DW: Who are your favourite international designers?
DN: There are honestly too many to mention but I have always 

been intrigued by Philippe Starck and how diverse his projects 
are. I am currently very impressed with the work of both Marcel 
Wanders who heads up the company Moooi as well as Tom Dixon. 
I have a huge appreciation for many others such as Vivienne 
Westwood, Patricia Urquiola and, of course, the genius that was 
Zaha Hadid.

DW: Many schools have dropped the option of art and/or design 
related subjects in schools. What are your views on this?

DN: I think it is a big mistake and an issue that needs to be 
addressed urgently, not only at schools but at varsities as well. 
I think with design playing such a huge role across so many 
industries and businesses that Design Thinking should be a 
compulsory subject right from primary school all the way through 
to an MBA regardless of direction of study. The companies that are 
really excelling and disrupting are investing heavily in design as 
well as Design Thinking.

DW: What is the most important advice you can give to designers 
and businesses for that matter?

DN: I think the most important thing is to continually ask why? 
Why are you doing something and is it even necessary, but more 
importantly, is it even relevant? Too often we do things, simply 
because they were done in the past. It is no good trying to make 
something better if it is actually no longer relevant or needed. 
Another important thing to remember when it comes to design, is 
that its function is actually more important than the aesthetic. The 
world is filled with beautifully designed objects and products that 
simply are not as functional as they could be. It is very important 
that we start to understand the people who will be engaging 
with the things we design as well as the processes we create and 
to ensure that these really do improve their quality of life. If they 
don’t, they are pointless!

Dave Nemeth
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www.randshow.co.za

www.facebook.com/randshow

@Rand_Show
JHB expo centre, Nasrec 
Cnr Nasrec Rd and Randshow Rd, 
Johannesburg
South Africa
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Due to the huge success of the 
Best of the Best 2017, we are 
back. Promoting great local 
design to over 200 000 people.

south african design
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Korbo handwoven wire baskets  
are functional and timeless 
baskets with a history that dates 

back to the early 1920’s Sweden.
In the old days, the baskets were used 

by fishermen and farmers or anyone who 
needed reliable carrying and storage that 
could withstand weather, wind, wear and 
tear. The design, vision and craftsmanship 
behind the baskets are still as relevant 
today as they were during that period in 
time.

Woven by hand from a single wire
The manufacturing of the wire baskets 

started in 1922 in Furufjäll. Since then, 
the baskets have been woven by hand 
using the exact same technique. The 
unique design with a single handwoven 
wire, completely without weldings, is 
the reason why the Korbo baskets are so 
durable. There are simply no parts

of the basket that can fall apart. The 
Korbo basket is crafted for life and for 
generations to come.

The baskets are individually signed by 
the craftsman who wove the basket.

The Korbo baskets are available in 
four different materials. In addition to 
the original materials, galvanized steel 
and acid-proof stainless steel, a range of 
baskets are made of copper and brass.

www.korbo.se

A return to tradition.
Swedish tradition since 1922

From 1947, taken in the small fishing village of Skägganäs, located on the east coast of Swe-
den.The baskets the fishermen are using is the Classic 35.

INDUSTRIAL 
DESIGN
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INDUSTRIAL 
DESIGN

K. Light Import first opened its 
doors in Cape Town in 1995, 
with the goal of introducing 

the latest models of beautiful, exclusive, 
quality light fittings to the South African 
Decorating industry.

Our growing range of imported 
light fittings represent the most unique 
and stylish products available globally, 
catering to a wide spectrum of lighting 
enthusiasts.

We can offer a regulating Letter of 
Authorities for all our fittings which in 
itself confirms our guaranteed quality 
products.

Through supplying quality service 
over the years, we have established both 
friendly and continued relationships with 
our customers, enabling us to open our 
up-market Johannesburg Showroom at 
the beginning of 2008.  We are continuing 
to grow and are looking forward to 
expanding to other provinces soon.

www.klight.co.za

A design company from Taiwan is 
pushing the boundaries when it 
comes to product design. Seen at 

the recent Ambiente expo in Frankfurt, 
their two latest pieces of stationery 
created a huge amount of interest with the 
beautiful lines and great use of materials.

The brand's ethos is about Interpreting 
Artifacts in a Heartfelt Way.

They care about these objects connect 
with humans. From bestowing new 
meanings on daily supplies to realising 
inspirations for future lifestyles, they 
create their works not only to function 
but to breathe life into the design. They 
have a focus on polishing the details that 
make these items unique and human. 
With selected materials and skilled 
craftsmanship, their classic and timeless 
products are ready to embellish your daily 
life.

HMM Pencil
Weighted and balanced with a complete 

metal construction, the HMM Pencil 
is ideal for both writing and sketching. 
The dodecagonal barrel provides a 
comfortable grip and keeps it from 
rolling away. The HMM Pencil comes in 
0.7mm with a replaceable mechanism to 
accommodate 0.5mm or 1.0mm leads.

HMM Scissors
The HMM Scissors are a 2-in-1 

essential tool reimagined with style. 
The unique design allows one flip of 
the tool to turn the scissors into a box 
cutter. They provide a crisp, accurate cut 
every time for every type of project, and 
the wide blades and solid weight will 
leave you feeling confident as you work. 
Made with Japanese steel and Taiwanese 
craftsmanship, these Scissors are so sleek 

Years of quality serviceHMM Product Design

that you will want to keep them within 
easy reach right on your desk.

A sleek, minimalist home to the HMM 
Scissors. The custom-made magnet keeps 
the square-tip Scissors on a firm footing 
while displaying the product well to show 
off your sense of style. When tools are 
worth flaunting, don't hide them away.

www.hmmproject.com
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TRENDS

A lthough Ambiente 2018 was one 
colossal showcase of great 
design, some outstanding 

designers and brands really seemed to 
be pushing boundaries and producing 
incredible products with a strong focus 
on craftsmanship and materials. The 
tableware designed by Laura Görs created 
the perfect balance between a product 
that is commercially viable while having 
a strong sense of individualism with a 
feeling that the products are crafted and 
not mass manufactured.

Laura Görs says she loves the sensual 
experience of cooking in all its forms, 
being one of the oldest practices forming 
a part of any culture, it is something that 
defines us as human, and she is genuinely 
passionate about it. In her design process, 
she believes in questioning the meanings 
behind things and their associated 
traditions. For as long as people have been 
cooking, people have been developing 
unique eating tools, table manners and 
cuisines; these habits continue to fascinate 
her.

Leading the pack at Ambiente 2018 place and allows you to raise either side to 
gain access to the storage area.

Each step of the manufacturing process 
is designed in an efficient logic. Thus, the 
bottom part symmetrically assembles two 
identical elements welcoming the ligature 
at its centre. Additionally, the treatment 
of the gradient is applied by sublimation 
allowing an unlimited reproduction.

Liga studio, a duo consisting of Pierre 
Alexandre Cesbron and Matthieu Muller 
created a range of storage furniture merely 
entitled Liga. The series is made up of 
storage furniture, a box, a bedside and 
a coffee table. These objects draw their 
identity in a colour game, expressed by 
a gradient, which arises from the tension 
exerted by the ligature.

The ligature links the top part to the 
bottom portion and acts as a central 
hinge. The band keeps the lid tightly in 

The range of ceramic planters on display 
by Violaine Toth, a French designer, was 
one of the best examples of traditional 
manufacturing methods used to create 
something that is contemporary in 
design. Each piece is painstakingly made 
through a hand-thrown method, meaning 
it is formed using a wheel and not a 
mould. Every single item was created with 
amazing precision leaving them looking 
as if they had been mechanically created.

IT’S ABOUT ROMI, a design company 
from Amsterdam were a great example 
of how a company creating artisanal 
products can actually attain commercial 
success. They began in 1993 producing 
homeware and lighting in a tiny attic 
and now have their products being sold 
throughout Europe.

www.ambiente.messefrankfurt.com/
frankfurt/en.html

Laura Görs 

Laura Görs Laura Görs 

Liga studio

Liga studio

Violaine Toth

IT’S ABOUT ROMI

IT’S ABOUT ROMI

Violaine Toth
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TRENDS

Purveyors of Fine textiles, wallpapers, leathers and Rugs

 
Johannesburg - 011 262 3130 | Durban - 031 312 0930 | Cape Town - 021 447 1556

Port Elizabeth - 041 373 1266 | Pretoria - 012 34 63075

www.blackfabrics.co.za

INTRODUCING:  
The ultimate digital wallpaper brand

BF DW ad - Mind the gap 02.2018_v1.indd   1 2018/03/01   8:11 AM

MINDTHEGAP is an eclectic 
brand that designs and 
manufactures premium 

home accessories. They are proud of 
their individualities and always try to 
think outside the box. They are hooked 
on expressing their artistic freedom and 
show unseen and undiscovered things. 
Their products are rich in details with 
high-quality finishings; they want people 
to create a lifestyle by using them. 

World culture inspires the company, 
and they design and produce in 
Transylvania. Their collection shows 
different styles, unique designs with a 
strong artistic identity; they love to reuse 
iconic imagery.

The designs incorporate old 
photography, antique illustrations, vintage 
drawings and contemporary patterns, 
to create fabulous decorative goods. You 
are invited  to discover their world full of 
intriguing combinations, creativity and 
free spirit.

After the remarkable success they had 
with their first collection of wallpapers, 

this new one brings together 11 fabulous 
stories comprising over 100 designs.

Within this range, you will discover 
odes dedicated to beautiful Pompeii and 
Antique Egypt with spectacular drawings 
and details inspired by architectural 
marvels as well as a more contemporary 
story with reinvented patterns inspired by 
the Art Deco period.

The Wanderlust theme takes you to 
stunningPlaces around the World with 
great designs inspired by Hindustan, 
Marrakesh, Florence and African tribes. 
You might want to discover their fabric 
textures which are designed in the trompe 
l’oeil style to keep the natural feeling of 
linen and dyed cotton.

The Wallpaper
MINDTHEGAP wallpapers are 

made in the company owned factory in 
Transylvania, ROMANIA.

They use a premium non-woven quality 
substrate which is surface printed with 
eco-friendly inks. Wallpapers come in 
rolls of 3m lengths with a width of 0,52cm.

The wallpaper packed in a black box of 
3 rolls. With one box of MINDTHEGAP 
wallpaper, you can cover up to 4.65sqm. 
For some designs, the wallpaper is made 
of 3 different rolls to give maximum 
repeat variation.
Environment

They only use FSC Grade wallpaper 
made from sustainably managed 
forests. The inks are odourless and have 
exceptional durability, being certified 
to comply with the Nordic Swan 
Environmental Standard. Due to its 
composition, the wallpapers are suitable 
also for kids rooms and hospitals.

www.blackfabrics.co.za

The ultimate digital wallpaper brand
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LIGHTING

No matter how well an interior 
is designed, what fine finishes 
and furniture accompany it and 

how much attention the designer gave to 
the finer details, if the lighting is wrong 
it will detract from the overall aesthetic 
appeal. Lighting is quite possibly one 
of the most important elements that 
need to be considered in interior and 
architectural design and, sadly, the one 
most often ignored. Whether it is an 
office, restaurant, retail store or public 
building it is the lighting that will create 
the mood and atmosphere more than 
anything else. You can have the most 
ergonomic office that ticks all the boxes 
on how the interior addresses “the new 
way of work” but, if the lighting is wrong, 
productivity is going to slump.

Getting the lighting right is no easy 
task and, with so many new technologies, 
coupled with the need for energy efficiency, 
it needs to be left in the capable hands of 

Space and Light

www.michaelanastassiades.com

Proudly imported and distributed by:

www.eldc.co.za           info@eldc.co.za
Cape Town: +27 21 4488684  Johannesburg: +27 10 5945131  Windhoek: +264 61 257167

ELDC ad 2017.indd   5 28/11/2017   11:46
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LIGHTING

qualified lighting specialists. It has been 
shown that, with the right lighting, a 
retailer can actually get more feet through 
their doors, ultimately resulting in higher 
revenues. Good quality lighting is often 
neglected in store window displays. This 
is possibly the most important feature as 
it not only needs to differentiate from the 
surrounding lighting, but also make the 
product stand out and look enticing.

Hotels and restaurants are really able 
to play with dramatic lighting effects, it is 
in this area where designers such as Tom 
Dixon, Marcel Wanders and Philippe 
Starck have really pushed boundaries. In 
many cases, designers are spending a lot 

of time designing the actual light fittings 
for their large-scale projects ensuring that 
the lighting is as original as the space they 
are creating. Getting the lighting wrong 
in a restaurant can actually destroy the 
entire experience, including how the 
food looks and ultimately tastes. There 
is nothing worse than not being able to 
clearly see the food you are eating or for 
that matter the person sitting across from 
you for that matter.

From a decorative perspective, the 
biggest trend in recent years has been the 
re-emergence of the industrial Edison 
styled light bulbs. There seems to be no 
slowdown in the use of these and, with the 
increase in their popularity, there are now 
energy efficient LED versions available. In 
many respects these have been overused 
and, in many, cases simply used because 
they are on trend and add that “cool” 
element to even the blandest interiors. 
Everything has a life cycle and the use of 
these industrial bulbs will no doubt start 
slowing down.

When it comes to decorative lighting, 
the choice is expansive and many world-
renowned designers are adding lights 
to their already impressive portfolios. 

Experimentation in different materials is 
rife and we see everything from cork to 
concrete and paper being used to create 
the ultimate designer light or shade. 
The development of LED lighting and 
specifically strip lighting has allowed 
for almost any piece of furniture to be 
illuminated. Strips under a bed or kitchen 
cabinets give the effect of weightlessness 
and, whilst this may just be kitsch to 
most, it is exceptionally functional when 
it comes to lighting the insides of cabinets 
and cupboards.

“Smart Lighting” is the next frontier 
in the world of lighting, whereby the 
lighting can automatically react to 
external changes such as different seasons 
and different times of the day. It allows 
for new and unique experiences that 
can be controlled by your phone or even 
movement gestures. Technology will 
obviously change the dynamics of lighting 
as it has done across other categories and, 
keeping up with all the developments 
will be challenging. Regardless of this, 
lighting, no matter how simple or 
complex, will always be one of the most 
important aspects of the interior space.dw
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BED & BATH

Bedrooms and bathrooms have not 
gone through a radical change 
since flowing water to the home 

became the norm. However, the aesthetic 
design and finishes have certainly evolved. 
Sanitary ware innovation has allowed for 
the shower to be a completely immersive 
experience for those with the budget. 
There are even toilets that light up at night 
when you enter the space in the dark. The 
seat lid automatically opens, whilst the 
seat heats up to your preference. Although 
all these things improve the experience 
of the space, that itself has not truly 
transformed. So, what will this space look 
like over the next few years and what are 
the factors that will influence this change?

Our lives are filled with technology 
and the Internet of Things or “IoT” as it 
is referred to will play a very important 
role in the home. We will have every 
appliance, every light and even every door 
communicating with us, no matter where 
in the world we are. This technology will 
assist in energy conservation, security and 
temperature control. It will even ensure 
that we know when our appliances need 
to be serviced or have parts replaced 
before they actually break. This coupled 
with constant social media updates, 
emails, news alerts and all the other 
things that occur in the digital sphere are 
creating a unique fatigue. We are addicted 
and attached to this digital world 24/7 
and there is going to be a backlash which 
will result in the bedroom becoming a 
sanctuary. A place as devoid of technology 

Bed, Bath and Beyond 
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apartment living where outdoor showers 
on patios are concealed enough to offer 
privacy yet open enough to appreciate 
the feeling of being outdoors. This design 
direction is guaranteed to continue, 
especially here in warmer climates.

Combining nature and architecture 
will also occur in ways that are not that 
common as yet, such as bedroom plant 
atriums, areas with real plants that are 
grown completely indoors. With the right 
amount of light along with advances in 
hydroponics, it is becoming increasingly 

possible to create gardens in any space or 
apartment. More luxurious homes will 
have atriums featuring roofs that actually 
open and close allowing for the ultimate 
integration of the interior and nature. 
On hot nights you will actually be able 
to sleep under the stars whilst still having 
the security of the walls around you. Like 
everything, the bigger the budget, the 
more elaborate the end result, but the 
trend will filter through to smaller homes 
and apartments as it becomes the norm. 

BED & BATH

as possible and a place to fully unwind and 
clear the mind and rejuvenate the body.

The bedroom and en suite bathroom 
will become like a sanctuary or health spa 
and, in many cases, these two entities will 
no longer be separate as they are in 90% of 
today's homes. They will instead flow into 
each other creating a more dynamic space 
that will prove challenging to designers, 
especially when it comes to things like 
the placement of the toilet, which still 
requires privacy. 

There are a variety of other elements 
that will come into play in this “sanctuary” 
space, with nature topping the list. The 
integration of this interior with nature 
will be key in order to truly achieve a 
feeling of well-being. This will be done 
in a variety of ways depending on the 
actual square meterage the designer or 
architect has to work with. The simplest 
of these, which is already a big trend, is 
opening the space up via fold away doors 
to a private outside garden. In recent years 
the rise of the outdoor shower and even 
complete outdoor bathrooms have gained 
momentum in contemporary home 
design. This trend can even be seen in 

Kiwinet creates beautiful 
bespoke mosquito nets

Tel: 028 341 0209
info@kiwinet.co.za
www.kiwinet.co.za

•  m o s q u i t o  n e t s  •
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T H E  L E A D I N G  E D G E  O F  L U X U R Y

The Crown Jewel Luxury Collection bed set is in 

a class of its own. Every detail, every dimension, 

has been painstakingly considered and crafted. 

Because when it comes to creating the ideal 

sleep system, nothing less than perfection will do. 

We’ve taken the art of sleep to an entirely new 

level. We’ve taken it to the leading edge of luxury.
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BED & BATH

Creating a great retail or showroom 
experience can be a very 
daunting task for many brands. 

Blinds are one of those products that 
can exceptionally difficult to display, but 
Luxaflex have come up with a fantastic 
solution which is bound to benefit the 
way designers choose blinds enabling a 
great visual solution.

With natural lighting and realistic 
visuals, consumers can now experience 
the latest trends in stylish window 
coverings in an all-new Luxaflex Gallery 
shop.

The new Luxaflex® shop-in-shop 
concept is situated in most areas, these 
stores are virtually “a shop within a shop”. 
They are open at times to suit you, and 
the owner is right there ready to assist 
you with all your décor and sun control 
requirements.

Luxaflex® frame bar with exchangeable 
frames complete with 30 different blind 
options. Luxaflex Gallery Stores have a 
complete selection of blinds and awnings 
to match any décor style. All models are on 
display where you can operate them and 

discuss specific points with fully trained 
consultants. Designers are encouraged to 
bring other décor samples into the store 
for advice on colours and styles to ensure 
a perfect result.

Specialists are ready for free, personal 

and professional advice, but consumers 
are also welcome to browse for themselves 
and gain inspiration into the latest trends 
of window styling.

In the Luxaflex Gallery shop, “light” is 
central, so the products can be visualised 
like you would at the office or at home. 
There are infinite possibilities for fabrics 
and types of window coverings, so this 
new method should assist in choosing the 
correct one. Over an area of more than 50 
square meters, designers and decorators 
can see the latest fabrics, attractive designs 
and innovative gadgets.

Luxaflex is the leading window 
decoration brand of Hunter Douglas, 
the world leader in window covering 
and architectural products. The brand 
originated in 1951 and introduced the 
aluminium horizontal blind. Since then, 
innovative products have been launched 
for indoor and outdoor sun protection. 
The starting point here is that anyone 
can create a personal style with Luxaflex 
products. To this end, functionality, 
aesthetics, lighting and heat protection 
are combined to create inspiring, high-
quality and market-oriented collections.

www.luxaflex.co.za

Luxaflex® creates a great showroom experience.

dw
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BED & BATH

These new showstopper baths from 
Kohler are bound to impress.

The simple, clean curves of 
the Ceric convey a minimal craft shape 
with ceramic detailing, expressing 
contemporary warmth and a soft appeal. 
The linear lines and symmetry are also 
appealing whilst the sloped lumbar 
support lets you indulge in a deep relaxing 
soak.

Veil's organic, flowing and 
immaculately balanced curves evoke 
a sculpted simplicity in tune with 
contemporary style. This freestanding 
bath offers a luxuriously deep bathing 
experience with supportive contours that 
cocoon your body.  

The science bit… Kohler launches these 
hand-crafted baths from a new solid cast 
resin material, KOHLER Lithocast®, a 
gloss cast resin that is lightweight and easy 
to clean. This technologically advanced 
material allows for new geometries, 
textures and designs to emerge. Each 
bath is carefully shaped from one, solid 
piece, ensuring structural integrity, and 
the lightweight material allows for easier 
transport and on-site installation. 

www.africa.kohler.com 

Ceric and Veil, a new age in freestanding baths

Ceric freestanding bath

Veil freestanding bath

CONTEMPORARY DESIGN MEETS EFFORTLESS HYGIENE

FOR INFORMATION CONTACT

africa.kohler.com  |  +27 11 050 9000  |  contact.africa@kohler.com

The next step in 
hygiene evolution.
Every aspect of this beautifully 
contemporary range, from design to 
functionality, has been created with 
easy-cleaning and effective hygiene in 
mind.

100% TRULY
RIMLESS BOWL

Designed to prevent the hidden 
build-up of stains and dirt.

DFI COATING
A stain resistant coating that 
ensures effortless cleaning.

NO HIDDEN AREAS
Allows for easy and fast cleaning.

EASY LIFT SEAT
Designed to limit contact for 

hygienic purposes.

A
2
8
872

A28872 Modern Life_Designing Ways_210x297_Ver 1_FA.indd   1 2018/02/13   14:44
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FOGIA

Fogia was founded under the name 
Combiplex. The two founders had 
a vision of creating a table made of 

glass and acrylic. Together, they managed 
to develop a method of joining sheets of 
Plexiglas that resulted in classy looking 
transparent tables and side shelves.  As 
the business grew, the company began 
producing furniture in other materials 
and changed the name from Combiplex 
to Fogia.

Fogia have created exquisite furniture 
in collaboration with carefully selected 
Scandinavian designers, for the last thirty 
years. They have created well thought-
out furniture for private homes and 
public spaces around the world. Working 
with renowned interior designers 
and architects, they deliver furniture 
and customised solutions for hotels, 
offices, schools, conference centres and 
restaurants. Always with the same unique 
attention to detail.

Fogia furniture can be found in a large 
number of retail furniture stores around 
Sweden and Europe.

Fogia of furniture. With proportions that feel at 
ease in any interior setting and a supreme 
level of comfort, it’s a really honest piece 
of design.

Myko - Stefan Borselius
Part chair, part work of craft art, 

Myko is another example of why Stefan 
Borselius is held in such high regard 
in design circles. A designer’s designer. 
There’s a sense of security in the way 
Borselius works, sketching heavily and 
constructing prototypes which could well 
be sold straight off. Perfect proportions, 
precise construction, minimal waste and 
fine use of materials. The perfect chair for 
around a dining table or at a desk.

Enclose - Norm Architects
Norm Architects works to a set of 

design principles which appeal to the 
design aficionado.

Concepts built around a minimalist, 
functional approach, with clean lines and 
carefully selected details. Quiet design 
attributes that result in pieces of furniture 
that work exactly as they’re intended to. 
In the case of enclose, Norm looked to 
nature for inspiration for this attractive 
wingback. Two shells, resting on a 
wooden base that invite you to sit. Both 
shells are individually upholstered so easy 
to change the look over time. 

Mame - Luca Nichetto
If you happen to glimpse Luca Nichetto 

at a design show it’s likely he’ll be deep in 
conversation. A man with much to say, 
and a strong, informed point of view. 
And a designer with a defined style which 
combines influences from his Italian 
homeland and base here in Sweden. 
Nichetto’s Mame chair is a beautiful piece 

Enclose

Myko

Myko

Mame
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FOGIA

Persimon - Note Design Studio
The brief given to Note was to create 

Fogia’s first lamp. The result is a bold 
expression and

a study in materiality and grace. Taking 
its inspiration from the segments hidden 
inside the contours of the Persimon fruit, 
Note explored the limits of scale in the 
lamp’s glass shade.

Could glass be used in design as a 
textile? How thin could the lamp be 
without compromising durability? 
Persimon breaks new ground for Fogia, 
and their longstanding collaborators 
Note. This is the inaugural piece in their 
new lighting range.

Poppy - Nina Jobs
The name Poppy aptly describes its 

shape. The round, quilted shape of the 
pouffe is reminiscent of a beautiful flower 
with petals spreading out, or a pastry, or 
Japanese lanterns. The beautiful shape 
proved a challenge, really putting Fogia’s 
craftsmanship to the test. It looks simple, 
but it isn’t! Fogia and Nina Jobs’ goal was 
to create a simple, movable piece of seating 
furniture, a crossover product that works 
in any room where you feel like having 
a seat. Environmental considerations 
featured heavily in creating a durable 
pouffe with removable covers for a long 
life.

Spisoline - Andreas Engesvik
Andreas Engesvik’s Bollo series has 

been one of Fogia’s most defining designs. 
Instantly recognisable, with its generous 
curves balanced on refined steel legs. 
For 2018 Fogia wanted to see how the 
designer might reinterpret Bollo for a 
new audience, a new time. His response is 
a visually arresting dining chair spisolini, 
unmistakably Bollo but refined for its 
new setting. Engesvik spent time testing 
the perfect density of foam for a comfort 
level that’s perfect for those long, drawn-
out leisurely evening soirees enjoyed in 
southern France, Italy and Spain.

www.fogia.se/en/

Poppy

Persimon

Spisolini
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CHAIRS OF 
NOTE 151

Clean, well-defined lines, minimalist and functional. 
The Elodie seating family’s versatility makes it ideal for 
executive and managerial workplaces, thanks to its three 
backrest heights and its discreetly integrated synchron 
mechanism. The key feature of the Elodie collection is its 
brand new sound-absorbent backrests.

www.swcontracts.co.za

A contemporary profile, practicality, 
elegance and comfort are the key 
features of this seating family.

Cuba is a family of seats in steel and polypropylene made using the injected air-moulding technology, born for the public market. Simple 
and sober lines lend Cuba a universal character, suitable for any context, indoor and outdoor. Steel twists and turns as a frame around the 
seat, with a non-usual technique of metal folding.

“In the crowded field of chairs Nassau stands out with its simple and elegant silhouette and that 
certain « je ne sais quoi ». Like some stylish ladies, unique amongst others and you can’t really 
explain the reasons why.”  Marc Sadler

Sean Williams shares some of his favourite chairs designed by Marc Sadler,  that 
are exclusive to SW Contracts.

Nassau Family 
from Metalmobil 

The Cuba Family 
from Metalmobil 

Clipperton Chair
from Gaber

Elodie Chair
from Gaber
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Events

20 - 22 March 2018
DOMOTEX asia /CHINAFLOOR

Shanghai, China
The Largest Asia-Pacific International Trade Fair 

for Floor Coverings
www.domotexasiachinafloor.com

 
21 – 21 March 2018

Decorex Durban
Durban Exhibition Centre

Africa’s Premier Décor, Design & Lifestyle 
Exhibition

www.decorex.co.za
 

30 March – 8 April 2018
Best of the Best of SA Design

JHB Expo Centre Nasrec
Showcase of SA’s best new design.

www.randshow.co.za

27 April – 1 May 2018
Decorex Cape Town

CTICC
Africa’s Premier Décor, Design & Lifestyle 

Exhibition
www.decorex.co.za

17 – 22 April 2018
Salone Internazionale del Mobile

Milan, Italy
Furniture and Interior Design

www.salonemilano.it

25 - 27 May 2018
Design Joburg, featuring Rooms on View

Sandton Convention Centre, Johannesburg
Gauteng’s premier contemporary and 

decorative design show
www.designjoburg.com

8 – 10 August 2018
International Sourcing Fair

Gallagher Convention Centre
Exhibition for sourcing and purchasing retail 

and commercial products exclusively focusing on 
the Home, Office, Gift and Hospitality sectors.

www.internationalsourcingfair.co.za 

8 – 12 August 2018
100% Design SA

Gallagher Convention Centre
SA’s leading high-end curated showcase of 

contemporary design
www.100percentdesign.co.za 

 
8 – 12 August 2018

Decorex Joburg
Gallagher Convention Centre

Africa’s Premier Décor, Design & Lifestyle 
Exhibition

www.decorex.co.za

Information correct at time of going to press.

Ambiente sets the pace for the 
world of consumer goods. 
The unique diversity in the 

Dining, Giving and Living areas offer a 
comprehensive overview which shows 
the innovative capacities of this pulsating 
sector. This is one of the best international 
design expo's to gauge what is happening 
in trends and the direction both famous 
brands as well as new designers are 

taking. The interest in the show continues 
to gain momentum as the high number 
of buyers makes Ambiente attractive to 
even more exhibitors from around the 
world. This year, 4 441 exhibitors from 89 
countries came to Ambiente. Designing 
Ways were lucky enough to experience 
this first hand.

After only a few hours at the expo, it 
became apparent as to where trends are 

Ambiente 2018

headed as well as the thought processes 
behind the dominant global brands' new 
ranges. Also apparent was where the new 
up and coming designers are headed. One 
of the most important directions was that 
both brands and designers were looking 
to the past for inspiration. Our lives are 
filled with technology and a constant 
searching for how to produce things 
quicker and more cost-effectively. There 
is, without a doubt, a rebellion towards 
this. It was evident by the great amount 
of focus on telling stories and creating 
authentic products that hold significance 
for the audience who will invest in and 
engage with these products. 

The use of materials and the methods 
of manufacture were aligned with 
artisanal processes and quality, with the 
essential materials being timber, clay/
porcelain, glass and a variety of metals. 
The combination of elements was 
also a powerful theme with designers 
experimenting with unusual material 
combinations or using materials not often 
seen in that specific product category. 
Simplification is critical and as much as 
many refer to this as a Scandi look or a 
Scandinavian revival we see Japanese 
design having a significant influence 
on this as well. This year so much stood 
out that we could have filled this entire 
publication with incredible designs and 
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Extensive trade networking 
opportunities to widen your business 

network and maximise your 
exhibition experience only at 

Decorex Cape Town.

TRADE FOCUSED DAY
30 APRIL 2018

T’c & C’s apply. All trade are strictly vetted.

DISTINGUISHED
TRADE PROGRAMME 

EXCLUSIVE TO:
RETAILERS | INTERIOR DESIGNERS + 

DECORATORS | ARCHITECTS | SPECIFIERS 
| SPACIAL PLANNERS | HOSPITALITY | 

CORPORATE PROCUREMENT | LODGES | 
PROPERTY DEVELOPERS

VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO 
REGISTER FOR COMPLIMENTARY 
TRADE ACCESS

Decorex Cape Town
27 APRIL - 1 MAY

CTICC
SOUTH AFRICA’S PREMIER

DÉCOR, DESIGN & LIFESTYLE EXPO

www.decorex.co.za

Full Page Designing Ways - Decorex SA -CT- Trade.indd   1 2018/02/28   3:35 PM

EVENTS

designers. Hence, we have decided to 
speak about just a few and look at both 
dominant brands as well as new designers 
and products.

Italian brand Alessi has always been 
at the forefront of design, based on their 
collaborations with some of the world’s 
most prolific designers. This year they 
launched some very exciting ranges 
starting with a tableware range for kids 
designed by Alessandro Mendini. The 
irony is that Alessandro is the oldest living 
active Alessi designer. Having an age-old 
icon designing for children is in itself a 
great project, and the result is colourful 
and fun while being exceptionally 
relevant. 2018 also marks a significant 
anniversary for Achille Castiglioni, a 
legend of Italian design with whom Alessi 
has had an extraordinary partnership 
since 1980. For the centennial of its birth 
(February 16, 1918) Alessi pays homage 
to the maestro with the special edition of 
the historic “Dry” cutlery set and a limited 
edition of 999 units (all numbered) of the 
Fruit holder/colander (AC04), for the 
Officina Alessi brand. Both will feature 
a new fine copper finish. Copper has 
become so dominant in furniture design 

over recent years that it is great to see 
these big brands embracing the material 
and using it in tableware.

The new range by Stelton was a real 
show stopper designed by the iconic 
Norman Foster, founder and executive 
chairman of Foster + Partners. This new 
range brings together simple sculptural 
form and soft geometry, to create 
exceptionally crafted tableware for a wide 
variety of settings. From wine carafes to 
espresso cups, each object is a response to 
its specific function, while embodying a 
shared language. Stelton is indeed living 
up to their vision, which was drafted 
up in 2004 by CEO Michael Rang, and 
envisages the brand being the most 
innovative, trend-setting design brand 
house based on Scandinavian design 
philosophy. This is a brand with which the 
best designers in the world wish to work. 
Both George Jensen and Rosenthal had 
similar approaches in creating beautiful 
products with meaning and substance 
behind them.
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EVENTS

www.designingways.com

A company called Reflections 
Copenhagen stood out with their 
unique approach to crystal items. These 
decorative pieces were bold and colourful 
and reminiscent of the Art Deco period, 
apparently taking their inspiration from 
the posters of the Art Deco period. This 
range of handcrafted pieces just stood out 
and, although almost classical in style, 
seem to relate so well with current design 
trends. The inspiration for this range, 
according to the designers, came from 
the Boudoir style and The Hamptons, a 
seaside area on Long Island, New York.

Rattan is undoubtedly making a 
comeback, and a company called 
Jonghlabel combines innovative design 
with artisan production techniques. 
Its latest project ‘Matmatic’ innovates 
the craft of traditional hand caning of 
chairs and rattan carpentry. The result 
is a beautifully designed range that is 
both classic and contemporary. A great 
example of exploring the past to create 
something new and relevant.

Bermbach Handcrafted is another 
company working with rattan and 
creating the most beautiful cots and cribs. 
They intend to fulfil the desire of many 
parents for something which industrial 
mass production just doesn't offer:-  
The passion for an individual piece of 
furniture, which can be enjoyed for a very 
long time.

Birchbark is a company which 
manufacture products from natural Birch 
bark with a contemporary flair. From 
lampshades to furniture and storage 
vessels this was without a doubt one of the 
most creative uses of natural materials. It is 
not the most straightforward of materials 
to work with as they use only the best 

quality untreated birch bark. They harvest 
this bark once a year and give particular 
care to ensuring that the inner layer of 
the bark is not damaged in the process, 
ensuring the trees remain unharmed. 

Naturally occurring substances in the 
bark and their interplay ensure that 
the birch trees survive even the leanest 
nutrient conditions and the harshest 
weather, and are fully renewable within 
20–25 years. Birchbark’s versatile qualities 
such as durability, flexibility, tear strength, 
breathability, and antibacterial properties 
make it one of the most fascinating 
natural materials used in design today.

With so many innovative brands 
and designers, we could fill this entire 
publication with them. We will indeed be 
featuring some of these great brands and 
designs throughout other issues of the 
magazine. If you are a designer or only 
looking for inspiration, Ambiente is an 
expo that certainly needs to find its way 
into your annual travel calendar.

www.ambiente.messefrankfurt.com

dw
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AROUND AND 
ABOUT

Carlos Pereira is the Chief Creative 
Officer and Industrial Designer at 
ARPINO, a contemporary urban 

furniture brand that has been developed 
in collaboration with Angola’s Cipro-
Group. After four years in the making, 
it launches in South Africa in February 
2018, and later in Italy at April’s Milan 
Furniture Fair. Carlos’ signature style is 
cultural and location neutral. Designed to 
integrate into public spaces in cities and 
parks around the world – from New York 
to Luanda to Cape Town – it reimagines 
public spaces for a 2020 world. Its Urban 
Office’s Wi-Fi and mobile-charging station 
allows people to connect and recharge 
while the OX range turns the traditional 
pergola, bin, bollard and bike rack on its 
head.   

To Carlos, the product’s longevity and 
experience is more important than a 
particular design philosophy or style and 
his work is developed solely with the end 
product’s purpose in mind. 

Chief Creative Officer and Industrial Designer, ARPINO

Carlos Pereira, was recently in Cape 
Town where Urban Placemaking was the 
point of discussion at The Silo District’s 
The Yard at the end of February. Architects, 
designers and property developers 
gathered for talks by Macio Miszewski 
from VDMMA Architects, Carlos Pereira 
from Portuguese Arpino Urban Furniture 
brand and urban resilience expert Lauren 
Hermanus. The discussion was presented 
by the CDI and Arpino in collaboration 
with the #cocreatDESIGN festival. 

We caught up with Carlos and posed 
some questions to him.

DW. Give us a bit of a history of yourself 
and your journey in design.

CP. I graduated in Industrial Design at 
the lstituto Europeo di Design, Madrid, 
Spain, in 1999, but in 1998 I had already 
begun working as a freelancer designer.

During this period, I also conducted a 
comprehensive study on the effectiveness 
of therapies commonly available for 

people with disabilities or physical 
injuries, and, as a result, I developed my 
thesis project, the Pellisaquae. This is a 
system that can be used in aquatic therapy, 
allowing the monitoring and diagnoses 
of the rehabilitation in real time and for 
triggering a sound and visual alarm in 
case of emergency. It also incorporates 
an inflatable floating system which 
allows access to pools and tanks to a large 
number of users with reduced mobility. 
Subsequently, I have implemented a 
partnership with the Technological Centre 
for the Textile and Clothing Industries 
of Portugal, to organise a consortium 
with the local industry, technological 
centres and universities for the proper 
development of the product. In 2003/2004 
we were finally able to join a number of 
institutions with all the required skills 
and to apply it successfully to financial 
funding promoted by the Operational 
Science, Technology and Innovation 
Program of the EU.

This project allowed me to start my 
own design studio – Induse Industrial 
Design from 2004 to 2014- where I’ve 
designed products, systems, interiors 
and architecture, for national and 
international companies, but also for local 

municipalities and institutions. During 
these years, I’ve also been responsible 
for product development and brand 
management at the Objeta Company; 
co-organised and moderated the "1st 
International Symposium on Bionics" 
at Aveiro University - Portugal. I have 
also implemented, managed and led the 
research and product development at the 
Bioma Network - research in Bionics, 
and lectured some workshops in Spain 
and Portugal. Concomitantly, I promoted 
several partnerships with the scientific and 
technological systems, universities and 
industries for the development/research, 
which resulted in several patents. 

Currently, I’m Chief Creative Officer 
and senior industrial designer at Arpino, 
a new brand that aims to challenge the 
new global city with strong ethics and an 
environmental conscience. Initially, I was 
invited by Cipro, an Angolan architectural 
and design group - 2012 to 2014 -  to 
develop urban equipment for a specific 
architectural project, which later became 
the core Arpino OX series, among other 
projects. This first collaboration evolved 
and, in 2014, the Cipro-Group CEO, 
Rui Ribeiro, gave me the opportunity 
to develop the Arpino brand from 
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AROUND AND 
ABOUT

inception.  Nowadays, Cipro and Arpino 
are two different, but complementary, 
brands that share common platforms, 
from commercial to manufacturing and 
logistics, among others.

 
DW.   Who inspires you and why?

CP. I inspire myself mainly, in 
disadvantaged people not only because 
they master informal design processes, 
out of a scarcely or almost inexistent 
material and technological platforms, 
these amazing people produce highly 
efficient objects for their basic needs. 
As a designer, my goal is to improve the 
lives and the participation of all people 
in society.  Design for the urban space, 
and for this wider audience, is something 
that I’ve always been interested in. This is 
not only due to the demands of its basic 
requisites - such as inclusivity, resistance 
to weather conditions and vandalism, 
but because it enables the regeneration 
of public spaces and promotes social 
interactivity among communities.

 
DW.   Describe your creative process for 
us. What steps do you take when you’re 
working on a project?

 CP. I try to design honest, restrained 
and self-explanatory products based on a 
multicultural and holistic perspective.

I firmly believe that a product should 
have its own identity and character, 
like a parent, that guides and nurtures 
their children without imposing their 
personality, frustrations or ambitions. I 
believe the designer shouldn’t impose his 
/ her character but instead orientate and 
nurture a process of total freedom and 
creation.

On the other hand, I don’t have a 
methodology, with rigorous and listed 
steps, but one could say that my process 
is based on qualitative and quantitative 
research and information. An example of 
this is the Arpino Urban Office system, 
a multifunctional product and space 
that can be used as a business or as a 
leisure area. This is due to it offering a 
self-sufficient, free Wi-Fi access point, 
a battery charging hub and a modular 
urban furniture system, with benches, 
tables, bike racks and signage. The first 
insights came from analysing the Jemaa 

el-Fna square in Marrakech, how it’s 
occupied and used, the changes that 
occur during the transition from day to 
night, and the exchange of services and 
products within its parasols, orange juice 
stalls, water sellers etc. When I was trying 
to understand why this incredible space,  
'public square", is in decline in some 
cultures and countries and yet others are 
full of life and people. Another reality that 

I took into account, was the fact that being 
connected to the internet –especially, (but 
not only, in Africa)  is very expensive for 
most people, and in many situations, it is 
unavailable, especially in rural areas or in 
townships communities. Joining all these 
factors, I have realised that this would 
be a substantial opportunity not only to 
mediate the integration of technology in 
public spaces but also to stimulate the 
rehabilitation of the classical concept of 
meeting places, by linking some of these 
different insights into a good product/
system. The urban office connects 
people with information sources and 
opportunities that, otherwise, would be 
inaccessible.

 
DW. Tell us about the materials you work 
with and why you favour these?

CP. The materials that I favour in 
my projects have to always be selected 
in answer to several requisites, of 
environment and sustainability 
efficiency, of product functionality and 
performance, and also, of manufacturing 
and technologic capabilities installed.

 
DW.  Tell us about a project which has 
been your greatest achievement?

CP. Arpino is my most significant 
achievement. I had the opportunity to 
be involved in every aspect and detail, 

not only developing the brand and 
product concepts, but also preparing and 
choosing the production platform.  I was 
also involved in selecting and inviting the 
communication partner to work with, 
which was Portuguese studio R2, and, of 
course, designing its current and future 
products and systems. Arpino core OX 
series is based on a structurally efficient 
and highly modular adaptive geometry, 
it’s easily adapted to different cultures 
and space typologies, from rural to urban 
surroundings. The Urban Office system 
not also defines a new typology of Public 
Square, by promoting a meeting place, but 
also stimulates the rehabilitation of the 
classical concept.

Besides this particular project, I also 
had a chance of developing a flexible 
bollard, designed for my first commercial 
commission, in 1998, which remains on 
the market 20 years after its launch. This 
bollard is produced in steel wire rope, so 
that when it is hit by a car, it flexes and 
absorbs the impact without damaging the 
sidewalk, the object or the vehicle,  it also 
cushions impacts by pedestrians.

Throughout the years I have also 
developed other important projects in 
areas such as packaging, interior and 
architectural design as well as other 
industrial products and systems. dw
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Mesmerised by a display by a 
Brazilian artist in London’s 
Tate Modern gallery, of a 

sole, minute male figure sweeping an 
enormous amount of snow …. This was 
the artist, Juanita Oosthuizen’s shape-
shifting moment.

Juanita was born in Calvinia and grew 
up in the Cape platteland. From an early 
age she experimented creatively with 
paper, cloth and plastic – questioning, 
directing, observing    never settling for that 
which she found aesthetically displeasing. 
In the 1990s she joined a corporate 
gifts company and was responsible for 
their packaging design. During this 
time, and after a visit to Europe, she 
discovered sheet polypropylene and used 
it successfully in packaging. In 1998 she 
started her own company – Pepper Plum 
Designs – manufacturing and designing 
for the corporate and retail markets using 
mainly PVC and sheet polypropylene. 

Juanita Oosthuizen 

Her designs included stationery and 
household items. 

“I create a space for the spectator to 
make his or her own interpretation.” This 
indeed is true, with each work depicting 
our place in the surrounding world. 
Human figures interact with one another. 
Her attention to detail is fascinating. 
A face, the size of a pinhead, conveys 
as much an expression as if one is to 
look into a mirror. The sense of scale is 
indeed impressive with each handmade 
frame adding perspective. Juanita’s 
minimalist works of art capture time and 
its experience, ultimately portraying any 
or all of us.      

        
Selected Awards:
Joint Winner Tollman Bouchard 
Finlayson Art Award, 2015.

www.facebook.com/JbyJuanita/

dw
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In 2009 a monumental underwater 
contemporary museum of art called 
MUSA (Museo Subacuático de Arte) 

was formed in the waters surrounding 
Cancun, Isla Mujeres and Punta Nizuc.

This project was founded by Roberto 
Díaz Abraham, former President of the 
Cancun Nautical Association and Jaime 
González Cano, Director of the National 
Marine Park.

To begin with this unique museum, 
they hired English sculptor Jason deCaires 
Taylor. Today, MUSA consists of over 500 
permanent life-sized and monumental 
sculptures and is one of the largest and 
most ambitious underwater artificial art 
attractions in the world.

The art of conservation

The Museum aims to demonstrate the 
interaction between art and environmental 
science and form part of a complex reef 
structure for marine life to colonize and 
inhabit whilst increasing biomass on a 
grand scale. All of the sculptures are fixed 
to the seabed and made from specialised 
materials used to promote coral life. The 
total installations occupy an area of over 
420m2 of barren substrate and weighing 
in at over 200 tons.

www.musamexico.org

dw
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Amsterdam 8th March 2017 – A wonderful story unfolds around every turn 
in this contemporary classic hotel. The Mondrian Doha in Qatar is a 5-star 
destination designed by Marcel Wanders and operated by global hospitality 

company SBE, drawing on local knowledge and exhibiting innovative materials and 
techniques.

Each space possesses its own identity, allowing guests to form a collection of stories 
woven with a main theme that runs throughout. Bespoke designs and Marcel Wanders’ 
signature style combines to create a truly holistic, sensual and memorable experience. 
The iconic building is designed by SWA architecture.

At Mondrian Doha, Marcel Wanders’ signature design language creates the most 
multi-layered sensory experience of any luxury hotel destination. “Many themes 
are layered in the hotel. With each individual space telling its own tale, guests have 
many different experiences, and therefore, weave for themselves a volume of stories 
to share,” says Marcel.

Grand Design of Mondrian Doha
Marcel Wanders and SBE
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Bespoke designs span from the hotel’s lobby and restaurants to its royal penthouses, 
VIP units, bridal suites and premium and standard rooms, reflecting local patterns, 
Arabic writing, historic souks and falcons. Giant columns with golden eggs, falcon 
video art, ornate stained glass and intricate mosaic tiling inspire guests with feelings
of nostalgia.

In the lobby, an oversized gold leaf bell with a crystal chandelier welcomes guests, 
while in the lounge, a surreal white forest is characterised by giant white Trees of Life. 
In the multipurpose hall, three colours adapt into intriguing atmospheres. The hotel 
features a world-class spa – an unparalleled journey combining health, beauty and 
wellbeing.

“Conceptually, we have married local culture with a modern design aesthetic to 
compile tales told from legends through sophisticated verses of poetry,” adds Marcel 
Wanders.

www.marcelwanders.com

dw
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Under the creative direction of Tom Dixon, Design Research Studio (DRS) 
have created the interiors for Bronte, a new restaurant located on the Strand 
overlooking Trafalgar Square. Inspired by the history of the Strand, Victorian 

explorers, extraordinary collectors and Cabinet of Curiosities, BRONTE is DRS’s first 
standalone restaurant since Eclectic in Paris.

The restaurant boasts striking architectural features such as an arched glazed facade 
leading from the traditional colonnade terrace into a double heighted space with a 
mezzanine level and a more intimate dining room towards the back.  Floor to ceiling 
windows bathe the pantry area in natural light, with a subtle and stylish palette 
travelling through to the main restaurant.

Against a neutral backdrop, sit large feature elements in extraordinary materials - a 
pink concrete breakfast bar, a green granite kitchen and a pewter cocktail bar, custom 
design furniture with green leather and black timber booths- each celebrating a 
different part of the eclectic all-day food and drink offering.

Elements of a ‘collector’s house’, with treasures from far afield, run throughout the 
design. Each area uses colours and ‘cabinet of curiosities’ characteristics to create its 
own personality, with remarkable materials used generously and boldly.

Bronte Restaurant 
By Tom Dixon & Design Research Studio
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Tom Dixon products featuring at BRONTE include:

FADE: A cluster of gold Fade pendants sits over the dining booths, the fading 
metallised surfaces referencing heat and smoke rising from the kitchen.  FADE’s 
teardrop shape focusses the lightbulb’s output into a satisfyingly round and luminous 
circle, acting as the ultimate oversized spotlight. The metalized finish is unusual as it 
graduates from completely reflective to transparent in an even fade along the body of 
the light.

CURVE: A new curved geometrical light that pushes the boundaries of thin sheet 
etched metal fabrication. With its microscopic precision-pierced surface and soft 
nickel silver coating, Curve internally reflects and emits a filtered glow of ethereal 
light.

PLANE wall: A large grid of Plane wall lights in the ceiling coves throughout the 
restaurant. Minimalist yet expressive, our PLANE wall lamp is constructed from 
two interlocked square brass-plated steel frames that enclose a double-layered white 
glass sphere.  PLANE  wall emits a soft ambient light and can be used in multiple 
configurations either on the wall or on the ceiling.

About Design Research Studio:
Design Research Studio is an architectural interior design practice specialising in 
high concept interiors, large-scale installations and architectural design. Based in 
London and under the creative direction of internationally renowned designer Tom 
Dixon, the team realises a full and developed narrative to each project; whether in 
retail, hospitality or corporate interiors. By interpreting a project in its purist form 
and the meaning of the building within its environment, the team is well known for 
connecting the design to the building or interior to the local area, its community and 
target audience.

Since its inception in 2002, Design Research Studio has been involved in global 
commissions in the USA, UK, including Continental Europe, The Middle East 
and Asia. Most recent projects include Mondrian London at Sea Containers, Craft 
London, Eclectic, Paris, Tom Dixon Sandwich at Harrods, the London refurbishment 
of Restaurant at The Royal Academy, London and McCann Headquarters in New 
York.

London and Paris, May 2017. Situated at the very top of the Champs-Elysees, the 
brasserie at Publicis Drugstore has been one of Paris’ revolutionary hotspots for more 
than 60 years and now becomes Design Research Studio’s latest project in the French 
capital.

The new restaurant and bar renamed Le Drugstore - is located on the ground floor of 
the iconic shopping and entertainment complex at 133 Avenue des Champs-Elysees. 
Founded in 1958 by Marcel Bleustein-Blanchet, founder of the world-renowned 
advertising agency Publicis Group, Publicis Drugstore was designed to bring 
American consumer convenience and bar culture to the Parisian public. Open until 2 
am, the complex offered a diverse array of goods under one roof and still does to this 
day - from books, pastries and jewellery to cigars and champagne. With uninterrupted 
views of the Arc de Triomphe, Le Drugstore and its year-round outdoor terrace sit at 
the heart of this luxury convenience store.

Following a complete strip out, DRS have simplified and enhanced the interior 
architecture to highlight a broad palette of extraordinary finishes and honest materials 
designed to last and improve with age. The timber walls and unique marble bars are 
complimented by deep tones of oxblood upholstery and brass fixtures that combine 
to make a contemporary nod to the glamour and sophistication of the 1960’s world 
of advertising.

Le Drugstore
By Tom Dixon 
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Tom says: ‘The unique Parisian identity of Publicis drugstore has always inspired me. I 
remember having bought there, late at night, aspirin.  I remember of the Publicis’ logo 
representing a lion, in stainless steel. It relates to a certain image of France. Modern, 
looking to the future. For this legendary restaurant, what interested me was to slow 
people down, to put them at ease.  I also wanted to bring together a team around a 
project where everything would be orchestrated in a synchronised fashion, from 8 am 
to 2 am. I used the tradition of a classical brasserie decor and took it elsewhere, far 
from convention.
The Library lounge is inspired by the gentleman’s study and offers a more intimate and 
relaxed dining experience. 

The lounge is framed by a bespoke brass and reeded glass bookcase, providing privacy 
and blurring the boundary between the retail and dining space. The lounge features a 
collection of the new Tom Dixon Micro Wingback chairs, upholstered in a charcoal 
grey and deep yellow wool. An open kitchen and patisserie serve as a window onto 
the world-class cuisine of Eric Freehan, three Michelin starred at Epicure - Hotel Le 
Bristol Paris.

An exclusive range of seating has been designed especially for Le Drugstore 
comprising of dining and low and high bar stools. Fabricated in steel and upholstered 
for maximum comfort in leather and fabric, the range is inspired by a 1950’s collection 
created for Publicis Drugstore by Mathieu Mategot, the celebrated Mid-Century 
French decorator.

The 350m2 interior is warmly lit with the main feature being an illuminated coffered 
ceiling featuring Tom Dixon’s copper Melt Surface light which launched at Milan’s 
Salone del Mobile in April 2017.

This simple but luxe palette is sympathetically translated in the conservatory and 
seasonal terrace. Both spaces embrace the flood of natural light acting as refreshing 
daytime alternative to the sultry evening mood of the brasserie’s interior. Tones of 
natural green, the texture of rattan and the warmth of brass bring a sense of calm, 
tactile comfort and understated glamour to the bustling atmosphere of the 8th 
arrondissement in uncompromising style.

www.tomdixon.net

dw
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This apartment is located in the oldest part of Barcelona, in an ancient building 
that dates back to the 13th century, in the neighbourhood known as Born.

The brief was to completely transform the old property into a new vibrant flat, home 
of a young Italian woman, a fashion professional. The highly compartmented layout 
originally included three bedrooms, two occupying the street side and a third one in 
the entrance space and was placing living and kitchen in the dark interior of the plot.
The new arrangement rearranges the original layout completely. The scheme is 
thought to fully bring back and enhance the great proportions of the ancient spaces, 
with 4m high-vaulted ceilings, huge windows and thick walls.

All of the previous partitions have been demolished, leaving only one thick structural 
wall, around the new bedroom. The key piece of the project and the only added 
partition is a thick, bespoke storage unit that divides the entrance from the living 
area, converting the hall into a disguised walk-in-wardrobe. This made-to-measure, 
built-in storage is thought to highlight the monumental proportions of the recovered 
spaces.

The deep blue, boiserie-like, floor to ceiling cabinetry was designed to meet the client’s 
request to provide storage for clothing, accessories and sports equipment, as well as 
other home items. Its lacquered panels’ conceals a direct access to the bedroom from 
the main entrance through a double door, like a secret entrance that keeps the room 
private and independent.

Apartment in Born
by CaSA
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A cutout, light pink, grand doorway of over 2.5m of height connects the living area to 
the entrance while hiding closet doors on both sides. In the entryway, light is provided 
by a minimalistic glass globe, built-in within the unit, and through another 120cm 
deep niche that
peeks into the living room. This opening matches the opposite living room window 
that was previously boarded up, now re-opened above the dotted bespoke radiator 
cover.

The airy living and kitchen space benefits of the light of two substantial balcony 
windows, whose original woodwork has been restored, preserving the detailed 
wooden shutters motifs.

False ceilings were removed to expose the Catalan vaults and wooden beamed 
ceilings; all painted in white to increase brightness. The 40cm thick bearing wall that 
now divides living from bedroom and entrance has been covered with a rough tactile 
treatment, to enhance its solid presence. As part of this wall, right over the niche, a 
curl structure detail emerged during constructions and had been incorporated into 
the boiserie panels.

The open kitchen features a rounded peninsula hosting sink and dishwasher, that 
doubles as an informal eating area overhung by three globe pendants with brass details 
and burgundy cords that chromatically match the hood tube. The kitchen cabinets are 
finished in a warm grey and fitted with vintage brass concave handles. Both sides of 
the kitchen lean against the main feature: an arc-shaped, coral-coloured volume that 
hides a powder room.

Apartment complete refurbishment
65m2

Location: Barcelona
Architects: Andrea Serboli and Matteo Colombo for Colombo and Serboli Architecture
Contractor: Global Projects
Photos: Roberto Ruiz - Styling and art direction by CaSA
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The client’s requirement was to have a guest bathroom, independent of the master 
bedroom. The Architects opted to turn the customer’s request into a standalone 
highlight of the apartment: “A full-height volume would have reduced the feeling of 
space in the big living room while using a half-height volume would have transformed 
its top in a dusty, dark corner. So they opted for an arc shape, that while nearly touching 
the wooden beamed ceilings, it enhances and preserves the full room height”, the 
designers explain.

The arc motif appears again in the corner of the dashboard, sided by a wall mounted 
globe lamp, and in the curved edged kitchen island. Both surfaces are made in a pink 
terrazzo-like quartz surface, as well as the kitchen countertop. Between the two big 
windows, the golden disc of a Fold Lamp is presiding the dining area. Designed by 
CaSA expressly for this project, the light is produced by Barcelona brand Metalware. 
Below it, a wide table lacquered in pink, sided by Ypperlig chairs by HAY for IKEA.

The master bedroom is accessed through a 2.5m jib double door matching in colour 
and size the entrance passage.
The master bathroom follows the subtle pink palette, cladded with vertical 10x30cm 
ceramics by Ribesalbes and 10x10 floor tiles by Vogue. All the counters are made pink 
terrazzo-like quartz surface.

The living area is fitted with carefully chosen furniture: a Mags sofa by HAY, 
accompanied by a Roll Club Chair by Kettal, who also did the side tables Cala and 
Vieques. A classic Costanza lamp by Luceplan and a wooden sculpture by OWL 
complete the sitting room.

In the cabinet window, a JWDA Concrete Lamp, a ceramic Fornasetti candle and two 
hourglasses by Hay. All made to measure cabinets by FustHeri. dw
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ON THE 
TERRACE

The dynamic and aesthetic of 
outdoor furniture is rapidly 
changing and due to advances 

in materials and fabrics, we are starting 
to see outdoor furnishings become as 
luxurious as interior furniture. One of the 
companies leading the way in innovative 
design and luxurious outdoor living is a 
Belgian company called Manutti.

As a Belgian designer and manufacturer 
of luxurious outdoor furniture, they have 
been designing and developing outdoor 
chairs, sofas, tables and accessories for 
both the contract and residential market, 
with an unparalleled passion for the 
outdoor experience.

Ever since their inception in 2002, their 
vision has been very clear: creating a sense 
of exclusivity in a relaxed and enjoyable 
outdoor environment. 

In every step of the products’ creation 
quality is their driving force. Their quest 
for quality extends to everything they 
do. From the design, the materials, the 
production process, the finishing and 

Luxury outdoor living

the service to the quality of life at their 
Belgian headquarters. This passion for 
quality and love of design results in 
luxurious outdoor furniture that enables 
people to relax and enjoy their precious 
outdoor moments in all its exclusivity. 
The company offers boundless outdoor 
solutions from outdoor sofas to outdoor 
carpets and even outdoor lighting.

Ahead of its time
From the beginning CEO, Stephane De 

Winter invested heavily in Research and 
Development. The company has played 
a pioneering role in the use of imitation 

leather covers and finishes with fine 
stitching in matching colours. By using 
materials and techniques for outdoor 
purposes in a unique and innovative 
way and by collaborating with renowned 
brands such as Villeroy & Boch they are 
a trendsetter in the exclusive outdoor 
furniture market.

Always receptive to its customers’ 
needs the Manutti design studio creates 
the most refined and well-thought-out 
designs. Their thorough research, open-
minded nature and insatiable creative 
curiosity allow them to keep their finger 
on the pulse of the latest developments in 

technology and design. They also pride 
themselves on their collaboration with 
external designers.

It all began in his parent’s garage.
They contribute their success to a 

clever mix of their founders’ experience 
and intuition. CEO Stephane De Winter 
was the son of a flax processing company 
owner and learnt everything there is 
to know about cloth and fibres from 
childhood. He started his career as an 
accountant, but his fibre knowledge and 
sales talent did not stay unnoticed. Soon 
he was in charge of selling home furniture 
fabrics. He joined another furniture 
manufacturer and helped the brand gain 
international exposure. It was at that time 
Stephane De Winter noticed the growing 
consumer demand for outdoor furniture 
and set up his own outdoor furniture 
company. He started his own production 
and sale of outdoor tables and furniture in 
his parents' garage.

© ichou Isaac
www.manutti.com
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ON THE 
TERRACE

Kettal Bitta is a warm, comfortable 
collection which features a 
combination of aluminium 

frames with braided polyester cords.
The new extendable table is available 

with a teak, marble or aluminium top.
He explains that his aim was to create 

dense braiding that would still let the 
air through, reminiscent of the braiding 
of the ropes used to moor boats (hence 
the name Bitta, which means “mooring” 
in Italian), which makes the pieces look 
lightweight but, at the same time, they 
look just like cosy nests in natural colours 
to sit back and relax in’. R. Dordoni.

www.kettal.com/en/particular/
collection/bitta/

Qinisa Steel Solutions based in 
Alrode, Johannesburg, recently 
acquired an LT Fibre tube laser 

from BLM, Italy where the focus is on 
trying to find innovative ways of reducing 
manufacturing costs for their customers. 
This is achieved by performing multiple 
functions on the laser while the tube 
is in situ, cutting profiles, holes, slots, 
cut-bends, micro-bridges and marking. 
Not only does this reduce downstream 
manufacturing time, it also shortens 
component assembly time, reduces 
error and scrap rates, but importantly 
also allows the manufacturer to come 
up with really interesting designs that 
only the tube laser can cut. This allows 
them to differentiate their product from 
the competition and produce unique 
products that are difficult to copy. 

Kettal Bitta 
by Rodolfo Dordoni

 Products that benefit from tube laser 
cutting are stainless steel balustrades, 
indoor and outdoor furniture, bathroom 
fittings, curtain rails and brackets, lighting 
products, decorative tubing, display cases 
and any structural tubular application. 
The cutting is neat, accurate and 
repeatable, quality is always consistent.

 Materials that the fibre laser can cut 
are mild steel, aluminium, stainless steel 
as well as brass and copper. With the 
stronger rand, manufacturers need all the 
help they can get against imports. Qinisa 
Steel Solutions will do their best to keep 
you competitive.

www.qinisasteel.co.za

Qinisa Steel Solutions 
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TAIL OF
THE DOG

Lesotho is the only country in the 
world whose minimum height is 
1000 metres above sea level. Much 

to my shame, I visited this beautiful place 
for the first time ever in January 2018, 
despite having lived in South Africa for 
most of my life.

As we approached, the Maluti 
mountains stretched across the skyline, 
enticing us towards them. We entered 
through Caledonspoort, a small, neat 
border post south of Fouriesburg, into 
a different world. The main road to 
the capital Maseru was tarred and in 
good condition. Each small town was 
heralded by two large speed bumps with 
a pedestrian crossing marked on the top. 
This made perfect sense, when you saw 
how many people are on foot. This part of 
the country has a narrow plateau between 
mountains, and subsistence farm plots 
along the valley, nothing like the huge 
expanses of mielie fields in the Free State. 

Maseru was busy and commercial, so 
we left to go to Roma, the university town 
to the east. Education is paramount in this 
country, which has a literacy rate of over 
80%, and schools within 10 kms of every 
village. We stayed at the Roma Trading 
Post, a collection of sandstone houses and 
barns, mud rondavels and camping spots, 
catering for extreme sport adventurers 
like mountain bikers, hikers, runners. 

From there we drove to Semonkong, 
near the amazing Maletsunyane Falls, 
twice the height of the Victoria Falls, but 
only metres wide. Extremists can abseil 
down the side of this waterfall, having 
hiked five kms to get there. The road 
was superb, winding up and down the 
mountains, with hardly any other cars 
on it. My map said the tar petered out at 
Semonkong, but it carried on out of sight 
over the next mountain, and the next. 
Apparently, you can now drive across 
Lesotho from the Free State to the Eastern 

Cape on a tarred road. 
The scenery was breath-taking, with 

small terraced fields on the mountain 
slopes, homesteads with thatched 
rondavels, herds of angora goats and 
cattle, and the picture postcard herdsmen 
on their horses wearing straw hats, 
Basutho blankets and white gumboots. 
There are no fences anywhere, everyone 
was friendly and everywhere was peaceful.

We did not visit the Khatse Dam and 
the Lesotho Highlands Water Project, 
which resulted in major roads being built 
from Clarens into the mountains for this 
scheme, which tunnels much needed 
water to Gauteng, provides hydroelectric 
power to Lesotho, and is a win-win 
situation for both countries. That is for 
another trip to this lovely destination – 
definitely on my bucket list.

Gill Butler

Mountain Kingdom
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BRIGHT 
IDEAS

TM. Johannesburg .  
Kramerville Place, Ground Floor, 

14A Kramer Road, Kramerville, 2090
011 262 0202

www.corefurniture.co.za 

Colour flow is a cabinet designed by Orijeen with a lenticular 
surface that can change its colour depending on your position 
and movement. This visual change reminds one of the 

relationship between the object and the user.
People spend a lot of time with diverse objects around us in daily life 

but often don't take notice of these items or the details they present.
Colour is one of the most immediate characteristics of visual 

perception. Orijeen thought that having the colour change in the 
objects that people would start to recognise the interaction between 
the user and furniture through the lenticular process.

By changing its colour depending on the user’s position and 
movement, this creates a dynamic relationship between the items of 
furniture and the person viewing them. This recognition might help 
people more actively and joyfully experience the objects that they are 
surrounded by daily.

Photograph by Orijeen
www.orijeen.com

Colour Flow 
by Orijeen
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THE GLOBAL FAVOURITE IN WINDOW DECORATION

BLINDS & SHUTTERS Est.1959

www.taylorblinds.co.za
@TaylorShutters

TAYLOR ROLLER BLIND
COLLECTION

Screen In Charcoal

Contact us on 0861-1-TAYLOR (829567)
for an obligation-free quote and expert advice.

GLARE &
HEAT REDUCTION

GOOD
UV CONTROL

EASY
TO CLEAN

FLAME
RETARDANT ANTIMICROBIALAUTOMATED

OR MANUAL


